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Abstract
In this licentiate thesis, I explain some of the interdisciplinary topics
connecting machine learning to quantum physics. The thesis is based on
the two appended papers, where deep neural networks were used for the
characterization of quantum systems. I discuss the connections between
parameter estimation, inverse problems and machine learning to put the
results of the appended papers in perspective. In these papers, we have
shown how to incorporate prior knowledge of quantum physics and noise
models in generative adversarial neural networks. This thesis further
discusses how automatic differentiation techniques allow training such
custom neural-network-based methods to characterize quantum systems
or learn their description. In the appended papers, we have demonstrated
that the neural-network approach could learn a quantum state description
from an order of magnitude fewer data points and faster than an iterative
maximum-likelihood estimation technique. The goal of the thesis is to bring
such tools and techniques from machine learning to the physicist’s arsenal
and to explore the intersection between quantum physics and machine
learning.
Keywords: Machine learning, quantum computing, deep neural networks,
classification, reconstruction, quantum state tomography, quantum state
discrimination, bosonic states, optical quantum states.
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Quantum mechanics is one of the most successful theories in physics. It
describes the behaviour of quantum systems and can be applied to the study
of elementary particles [1], atoms [2], electromagnetic fields [3] (light), and
even black holes [4]. However, simulating quantum physics using classical
computers could be challenging [5–9]. Therefore, the ability to simulate
quantum physics or harness quantum information using quantum computers
may have revolutionary consequences for science and technology [10–15].
In order to use the parallelism that quantum physics could provide by
allowing to represent information in coherent superpositions of a quantum
system, we must first tackle several practical difficulties [16–18]. A full
classical description for such a superposition of states would require an
exponentially growing number of parameters [19]. Also, we need to keep
track of a number of classical parameters in quantum devices [13]. Therefore
the characterization and control of quantum devices is difficult. The
delicate nature of quantum information further complicates the problem
since entanglement between different parts of a quantum system and its
surroundings may amplify the effects of various types of noise [20]. Therefore,
to be able to develop quantum information processing capabilities, new tools
and techniques are required to solve issues related to the characterization
and control of quantum devices.
Machine learning is emerging as one such tool that is being increasingly
used to address some of the challenges in the field of quantum information.
Machine learning aims to develop techniques that learn from data and emu-
late intelligence. The intersection of quantum physics and machine learning

























Figure 1.1: Many tasks in quantum information and computing can be framed
as parameter estimation or inverse problems. (a) Inverse problems deal with
estimating parameters from observed data that are related by a forward model.
In most cases, due to noise, inverse parameter estimation problems are ill-posed
and regularization methods are necessary to solve them. Prior information can
be used to reduce the search space for parameters and constraint the problem to
tackle ill-posedness. (b) Machine learning could offer an alternative automated
procedure for parameter estimation or prediction of quantities of interest directly
from data. (c) A neural network can take measurement data from a quantum
system as input and then either generate a state description or directly predict
properties of the state. Learning from data could help tackle some of the difficult
inverse problems arising in the area of quantum information and computing.
speed up and enhance machine learning [21] while the latter can be applied
to solve various problems in quantum physics [22]. In this thesis, we will
discuss the latter and show how to apply neural-network-based machine
learning to the problem of quantum state characterization.
Machine-learning-based techniques were recently shown to be promising
for several problems in quantum information, e.g., faster tuning of quantum
devices compared to human experts [23], designing of quantum experi-
ments [24, 25], automated calibration, control & characterization [26, 27]
and decreasing error rates for qubit readout [28]. Some of the most success-
ful machine-learning techniques today use neural networks [29]. Therefore
neural networks have also been applied to problems in quantum physics
with some success [22, 30, 31]. Let us start by elucidating the relationship
between quantum state characterization, machine learning, and the general
idea of parameter estimation in inverse problems, see Fig. 1.1.
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1.1 Quantum physics and machine learning
Quantum physics traces its roots to Max Planck’s attempts to explain the
spectrum of blackbody radiation [32]. In the late 1800’s, the prevailing
theories of (classical) physics made a non-sensical prediction — an ideal
blackbody in thermal equilibrium should emit radiation at all frequencies,
with more energy radiated as the frequency increases. This results in the
conclusion that such an object will radiate all its energy instantaneously
and was called the ultraviolet catastrophe. Classical physics was unable to
model the experimentally observed spectrum of a blackbody relating the
intensity of the emitted radiation to its frequency.
Max Planck considered oscillating charged particles emitting and ab-
sorbing radiation to model a blackbody. After making the assumption that
energy can only be emitted or absorbed in discrete quanta, he derived an
equation that perfectly described the data from a blackbody experiment [33].
The birth of quantum mechanics was therefore an attempt to fit observed
data to a new model.
More than a century later, we are now at a stage where it is possible
to manipulate information in quantum devices and develop the building
blocks of quantum computers. A microwave cavity [34] is an example of
such a quantum device. It is also a close approximation to a blackbody
that works according to the principles of quantum physics. In the papers
that this thesis is based on, we will take the example of quantum states in
cavities for our demonstrations.
However, even though we have now developed the theory of quantum
physics, we still need to fit observed experimental data to our models. There
is a large computational effort involved in simulating, characterizing and
verifying the working of quantum devices. The automation of some of the
routines with machine-learning techniques could be beneficial to address
some of the difficulties and reduce the computational effort required for
characterization and control.
In order to simply model what exists inside a quantum device, a large
number of measurements have to be performed to determine the exponen-
tially growing number of parameters describing the state. The data analysis
necessary to learn the full quantum state description presents a further
challenge [35]. Then, we face the problem of decoherence that corrupts the
encoded information in a quantum system due to entanglement with the
environment [18, 36]. In addition to other types of experimental noise in
the data, such issues motivate the use of machine-learning-based tools to
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process and analyze quantum data and control a quantum device.
Machine-learning algorithms are designed such that they can automati-
cally learn and improve their performance on a task with experience. This
is usually achieved by training the algorithm with data, allowing it to
recognize and exploit patterns in the data. With the availability of more
data, new machine-learning algorithms running on better hardware are
solving problems that posed significant issues for computers before. Tasks
such as face recognition, automated driving, and natural language pro-
cessing are very difficult to solve using hand-crafted algorithms. However,
machine-learning algorithms can tackle such tasks [37–40] even achieving
super-human performance [41, 42], and showing some level of creativity [43,
44].
The backbone of many such machine-learning algorithms today are
neural networks that are loosely inspired by the structure of human brains
and seemingly emulate intelligence. Beyond solving tasks that could be easy
for humans such as driving a car, neural-network-based algorithms have
also been applied to defeat or match humans at various types of games [41,
45]. New self-learning algorithms can even discover the rules of games
by themselves [42]. More recently, machine-learning techniques have also
been applied successfully to solve grand scientific challenges such as the
protein-folding problem, outperforming other human-developed techniques
and models [46]. In Fig. 1.2 we present a few examples of tasks that neural
networks can be applied to solve which were difficult for computers to solve
before.
However, with bigger machine learning models and an ever-increasing
amount of data, we need new ways to manipulate information. Quantum
information processing could therefore potentially provide a boost to ma-
chine learning, [21] but before that is feasible we need to improve upon the
quantum technologies of today. Machine learning techniques appear to be
worth exploring for that purpose.
1.2 Quantum systems today
In 2019, a small quantum computer using 53 superconducting qubits was
demonstrated to create a quantum state that was the output of a pseudo-
random quantum circuit [13]. It was seen as a landmark achievement in our
ability to control a programmable quantum system. This experiment allowed
a calculation that would require manipulating information in 253 dimensions
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Figure 1.2: Neural-network-based machine learning is hugely successful in various
types of tasks. (a) Image classification was one of the early successful applica-
tions [47]. We show a few examples from the popular dataset [48] that can be
classified using a neural network. (b) Detection of objects in images was also a
difficult task for computers that neural-network-based machine learning could
solve [49]. The example shown here is from a recent version of the YOLO (You
only look once) detection algorithm [50]. (c) Generating a textual description of
images is a very interesting application of neural networks which shows the extent
to which we could use them for descriptive classification beyond just labelling [51].
The image is taken from [52] and the caption was generated by a neural net-
work trained using TensorFlow [53]. (d) Generative neural networks can also be
taught to create data based on some input description such as text [54, 55]. (e)
Image-to-image generation shows how generative models can learn maps between
different data spaces [56]. (f) Neural networks also form the back-bone of many
machine-learning methods and have recently showed success in a very difficult
scientific problem — protein structure prediction [46]. (g) Reinforcement learning
also uses neural networks to learn how to play games, or for control problems such
as autonomous driving [39]. (h) Machine learning could have many applications
in quantum physics and some of them have already demonstrated the benefit of
using neural networks.
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in the worst-case scenario. The calculation of the distribution of outputs
would supposedly take around 10, 000 years on a classical supercomputer
and requires 10, 000 terabytes of data to simply store the information
describing the state. Even if efficient algorithms could possibly allow
similar simulations on classical computers [57], this experiment showed
the incredible potential and challenges of building a quantum device for
information processing.
The calibration and control of this device required dealing with hun-
dreds of parameters per qubit such as frequencies for each qubit, readout
resonators and couplers between qubits [13]. The control of the qubits is
through electromagnetic pulses and therefore analog in nature. A careful
choice of continuous-valued parameters is then necessary to drive the system
towards a desired target state. Automated calibration using a strategy
named “Optimus” [58] was therefore essential to handle the large number of
parameters. Typically the quantum computer required 36 hours for initial
setup and 4 hours per day for calibration before experiments could be run
on it. In other similar experiments with superconducting qubits, post-
processing of data could take upto a week without specialized techniques
such as GPU parallel programming [35]. These timescales and parameters
demonstrate how difficult it would be to operate a quantum computer with
the thousands of qubits necessary for error correction [59, 60].
Apart from superconducting qubits, bosonic systems [61] and trapped-
ion based architectures [62] are some of the major platforms for realizing
quantum computers. Bosonic qubits store and manipulate information
in continuous degrees of freedom such as the electromagnetic field (light)
trapped in a superconducting cavity. The typical hardware consists of a su-
perconducting cavity where nonlinearities are introduced using a Josephson-
junction-based qubit. Coupling cavities mediate interaction between differ-
ent bosonic qubits using fixed or tunable resonance frequencies. Read-out
cavities are required to obtain the information from the qubits. Again,
there will be many parameters [63] that need to be estimated and opti-
mized in such a system — resonator and qubit frequencies, non-linearities,
interaction strengths, drive strengths and so on.
Ion traps use isolated ions for quantum computing by encoding infor-
mation in the internal energy levels of atoms or using motional states.
The information can be manipulated and extracted using lasers to excite
the atomic transitions. One of the largest ion-trap quantum computers
currently promises 32 qubits [64] but even with smaller systems, it has been
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possible to simulate molecules such as water and compute its ground-state
energy [65]. In such systems, variables such as the frequency, amplitude,
phase or power of the control lasers, ion positions need to be tracked and
automated methods become invaluable as systems scale up. Other emerging
technologies such as neutral atoms [66, 67], silicon qubits [68, 69], quantum
dots [70], diamond NV centers [71], and even molecules as qubits [72, 73]
have also been proposed.
In other words, quantum computers today show a promising future
where we can manipulate information at a scale unimaginable for classical
computers. However, all such technologies face similar issues for calibration,
control and characterization due to the large parameter space involved and
intrinsic limitations due to quantum physics. The scaling up of such systems
would require significant leaps to solve some of the difficult inverse problems
related to parameter estimation and control. In the next section, we will
present the general idea of inverse problems and parameter estimation that
could be useful to understand how to address several of the challenges
discussed above.
1.3 Inverse problems and parameter estimation
Inverse problems [74, 75] deal with determining parameters of interest,
p ∈ P , in a problem from data d ∈ D. We consider a measurement operator,
O that maps parameters to data in a forward problem. The measurement
operator could be a causal model or a theory, see Fig. 1.1(a). The inverse
problem tries to reconstruct the parameters from observed data as a solution
to
d = O(p). (1.1)
The parameter and data spaces (P,D) are typically Banach or Hilbert
spaces such that there exists an appropiate distance measure between the
elements defined using the norm. It is also possible to formulate control as
an inverse problem where we try to design a set of parameters to have a
desired outcome.
Three central questions arise in the sense of Hadamard’s beliefs about
mathematical models for physical processes and their well-posed nature [76] :
(i) existence of a solution, (ii) uniqueness of the solution, and (iii) continuous
dependence of the solution on data. The first two beliefs assure that we
have a consistent mathematical model for describing the system and the
solution is a description of the reality of the physical process. The third
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point analyses the stability of the model under noise or perturbations.
Problems that are not well-posed according to the above beliefs are termed
as ill-posed.
Inverse problems are often ill-posed. Noise is one of the main causes
since noise could get amplified due to the inversion. The inversion could
also be ill-posed due to an incorrect choice of the measurement operator,
having a poor model or inadequate data. The simplest approach to deal
with ill-posed problems could be to change the measurement operator
or collect more data. However, if the amplification of noise is very high
during inversion, collecting more data might not be the best solution. A
useful strategy is putting constraints on the parameters in the form of prior
knowledge. A noise model σ can be introduced as d = O(p) + σ to model
detector noise or errors and imperfections in our model. These techniques
that include prior knowledge and try to simplify the problem can be broadly
termed as regularization.
Regularization techniques could incorporate prior beliefs about the
desired parameters sparsity [77]. Typically the problem is cast as optimizing
a functional to find the parameters, for example,
pγ = arg min
p
‖O(p)− d‖L2 + γ‖p‖L1 , (1.2)
where γ > 0 is a regularization parameter. We used the L2 and L1 norm for
the error and promoting sparsity of parameters p respectively. The k-norm







where v is a vector. The L1 norm on the parameters penalizes non-zero
values and therefore promotes sparsity.
However, sometimes the simple regularized least-squares optimization
in Eq. (1.2) is not sufficient to obtain the parameters of interest. If the
available data is not adequate, the Bayesian framework is suitable to include
more prior information [75]. A prior distribution π0(p) is assumed that
assigns a probability (density) for the parameters p. The noise model is
incorporated with a likelihood function π(d|p) that defines the conditional
probability of the data d when we assume parameters p. The posterior
distribution of the parameters is then simply given by Bayes theorem as
π(p|d) ∝ π(d|p)π0(p), (1.4)
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Now if we have a good prior for the parameters and sufficient data, we can
obtain a posterior distribution for p that not only gives a single estimate
but also tells us about the errors in the parameters. Therefore Bayesian
techniques are very useful for parameter estimation, but they come with
their own set of challenges [78]. It can be computationally challenging to
compute the posterior as we need to sample π(p|d) to estimate π(d|p) by
repeatedly simulating the forward operation O(p) [79].
It is clear that inverse problems are challenging in general and the
simplest examples such as numerical differentiation of a noisy function can
become very difficult [80]. In quantum information and computing, the
problem of reconstructing a state’s wavefunction or density matrix from
measurements on the state can be seen as a simple linear inversion problem.
The transfer of one state to another or targeting a specific quantum
state is an example of an optimal control problem that can also be related
to inverse problems [81]. If yt is some target state and we consider a
partial-differential equation governing the evolution of states y as ∆y = u
where u defines the desired control function, then we may seek a solution to
arg min
y,u
‖y − yt‖2L2 + γ‖u‖L1 , s.t∆y = u. (1.5)
This optimization problem is very similar to Eq. (1.2) if we relate the
measurement operator to the solution operator for the partial differential
equation ∆y = u such that y(τ) = O(u(τ), y0) with y(τ) denoting the state
at time τ .
In the discussion so far, we have considered a model for the forward
problem using the abstract idea of a measurement operator. Mathematical
models that relates parameters to observed data are carefully designed
and proposed by using observations and prior knowledge. The goal of
inverse problems is to learn parameters of such models. Therefore we can
formulate a wide variety of problems in science as inverse problems. But
what about problems where it is not possible to clearly define a model,
construct a well-defined measurement operator or write down mathematical
formulations of our prior knowledge? Take the task of driving cars where
the data could be video streams or lidar sensor inputs and we are interested
in the control parameters — acceleration/braking and turning of the wheels.
It is not straightforward to write a simple forward or backward model to
capture driving and relate the data to the parameters of interest. Yet,
human beings can easily determine the parameters in a dynamic way. This
leads to the idea of learning automatically from data — machine learning
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— that shares several ideas and concepts with inverse problems.
1.4 Machine learning for inverse problems
Machine learning can be related to regularization in inverse problems [82].
In a typical machine-learning problem, we aim to find a relationship between
some input space X and output Y . The inputs x ∈ X can be images and
the outputs could be a decision or a label y ∈ Y . This is slightly different
from the inverse problem formulation where we are interested in parameters
mapped to some data instead of mapping two different data spaces. But
the connection with parameter estimation will become clear soon.
The hope is that the learned relationship f can predict the outputs for
new inputs y = f(x) after training on a training dataset of samples {xi, yi}.
We can assume a joint distribution p(x, y) = π(x)π(y|x) that relates the
inputs and outputs which is often intractable in real-world scenarios. But
the idea is to capture this underlying distribution through the proposed
f which is typically a learnable function. We can define an expected risk




loss(f(x), y)dp(x, y). (1.6)
Since we only have a finite amount of examples (xi, yi), the minimization of
the expected risk is difficult. To tackle this, we consider a regularized least-
squares minimization [82], fix some hypothesis space such as a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) H [83] and look for a function f according








(f(xi)− yi)2 + γΩ(f)
]
. (1.7)
In a RKHS, two functions f and g that are close in their norm ||f − g||
are also pointwise close ||f(xi) − g(xi)||. The penalty term Ω could be
Ω(f) = ‖f‖2k with ‖∗‖k as the norm of the space H.
The function f can now be approximated using a model f(x; θ) where
θ represents the parameters of the model that can be learned by optimizing
the loss function using the available data. If we consider Eq. (1.2) and
Eq. (1.7), we can relate the measurement operator (or forward model) in
inverse problems to the function f in machine learning. The parameters
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that we are interested in are θ defining the function. Therefore learning
from examples can be related to ill-posed inverse problems where we do
not explicitly design a model but learn it from data. Recently, there
are increasing applications of machine learning, specifically using neural
networks to solve difficult inverse problems [84–86].
One choice for the family of parameterized functions to model f are
neural networks. They are one of the most successful tools in machine
learning today [29] that define a structure for f(x; θ) with θ being learnable
parameters. Neural networks can act as universal function approximators
from Rn → Rm [87, 88]. Therefore they can be used to replace the unknown
forward and inverse models and estimated from data. More recently a
combination of neural networks and model-based approaches have shown
success in some inverse problems. The addition of priors to the neural
network architecture could enable the use of the universal approximation
capacity of neural networks as well as leverage human knowledge [86, 89,
90]. A striking example could be seen as the design of convolutional neural
networks for image processing inspired by structure the human visual
cortex [91].
One of the main contributions in this thesis is exploring of how quantum-
mechanical rules can be used in conjunction with neural networks. This
merger between neural networks and quantum physics opens up possibilities
to use them in quantum physics with a better understanding and control
of their black-box nature.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is based on two appended papers that discuss applications
of neural networks for characterizing quantum states. The introduction
motivates how machine learning and quantum physics could benefit each
other. Here we have discussed the connection between ill-posed inverse
problems, machine learning and the necessity of new tools for characterizing
and controlling quantum systems.
Chapter 2 discusses quantum state descriptions and their measurements.
In the context of ill-posedness of inverse problems, we need to understand
the noise that arises in such systems and the notion of informational
completeness. I discuss these concepts, present the problem of quantum
state reconstruction and issues faced by different existing methods in
Chapter 2. The reconstruction of a quantum state from data is the central
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problem addressed in this thesis. Additionally, I will also discuss weaker
models for quantum state reconstruction that could simplify the problem
and where neural networks might find potential use.
In Chapter 3, I present the theoretical tools and methods required
for machine learning with neural networks. The core of many learning
algorithms, differential programming, can be applied beyond just training
neural networks. In this chapter, I will discuss the general working of such
automatic differentiation with a brief presentation of the backpropagation
algorithm. Then, I present various generative and discriminative models
using neural networks that will be the main tools for the results in Paper I
and Paper II.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the methods that apply neural networks to the
problem of identifying quantum states and reconstructing their descriptions.
This chapter is the backbone of the thesis that shows how to use neural
networks for quantum physics problems. Further I discuss how quantum
physics knowledge and noise models can be integrated into standard deep
neural networks with custom architectures.
Chapter 5 gives a short overview of the results from Paper I and II. In
Paper I, we propose a new technique to reconstruct quantum states using a
very successful neural-network architecture called a generative adversarial
network. Our approach can reconstruct quantum states from experimen-
tally measured outcomes with orders of magnitude fewer datapoints or
iterative steps than an iterative maximum-likelihood estimation. We also
demonstrate single-shot reconstructions without any iterative steps using a
network trained on simulated data.
Paper II discusses the general question of classification and reconstruc-
tion of quantum states using neural networks in the context of discriminative
and generative modeling. We first show that distinguishing properties of
quantum states from noisy data is possible using a simple convolutional
neural network that identifies different bosonic states. Then, we show how
a standard feedforward neural network can be adapted for state reconstruc-
tion by including quantum physics knowledge. The second part of Paper
II is therefore a much more detailed investigation of the ideas presented
in Paper I. We motivate how using a second neural network can act as a
better loss function in combination to a standard loss metric. This is the
crucial new idea where we allow neural networks to learn what it means
to be a particular quantum state from observations and let it adapt to
different situations and noise. Our approach proves useful and efficient in
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terms of the time and data necessary for reconstruction and handles noise
reasonably well.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude with a summary and possible direc-




One of the basic postulates of quantum mechanics is that a quantum
state is described by a complex vector |ψ〉 in a Hilbert space. Hermitian
(self-adjoint) operators E can act on these complex vectors and their (real)
eigenvalues e denote the observable quantities for the state:
E |ψ〉 = e |ψ〉 . (2.1)
The complete set of eigenvectors of such a Hermitian operator (E|ei〉 =
ei|ei〉) form an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space. Therefore 〈ei|ej〉 =
δij where δij is the Kronecker-delta function and
∑
i |ei〉〈ei| = I. Any




ci |ei〉 , (2.2)
where ci are complex-valued probability amplitudes such that the probability
of observing an outcome with eigenvalue ei is |ci|2. The state vector
describes a pure quantum state. We can define a density matrix to represent




pk |ψk〉〈ψk| , (2.3)
where
∑
pk = 1 denotes the probability for each possible state |ψk〉. If we
expand the state vectors |ψk〉 using the basis vectors {ei} from Eq. (2.2),




ρij |ei〉〈ej | . (2.4)
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In case of a continuous-variable observable such as position, x, we
consider the position operator X and its eigenstates |x〉,
X |x〉 = x |x〉 . (2.5)





= δ(x′ − x) (2.6)
and
∫∞





ψ(x) |x〉〈x| dx, (2.7)
where ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉 is the wave function. [92, 93]
The learning of quantum states is the task of estimating the parameters
describing a quantum state, such as the density matrix or wavefunction, from
measurements on the state. This task is called quantum state tomography.
The most common scheme for measurement is the von Neumann model,
according to which the act of measurement irrevocably disturbs the state
and changes it. Therefore measurements usually need to be repeated to
collect the full statistics that can give us all the information necessary to
construct the quantum state description. Since the measurement process
involves interactions between different quantum and classical systems, noise
can affects the data at various points and needs to be accounted for during
tomography.
In this chapter, we will discuss the basic concepts that are required to
understand quantum state tomography and different types of noise that
make reconstruction difficult. We will also briefly outline some of the
standard learning models and techniques used for tomography and the cost
of data collection and computation associated with them.
2.1 Quantum state descriptions
The density matrix, ρ of a quantum state is given by Eq. (2.3) for a mixture
of different pure quantum states. The rank r of this matrix determines the
number of pure quantum states in the mixture. As an example, consider a
pure two-level quantum system (r = 1) expressed in the eigenbasis of an
observable that tells us if the state is in the ground state |0〉 or excited
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state |1〉. This basis called the computational basis. It basis spans the
two-dimensional Hilbert space such that we can write a state vector as
|ψ〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉, (2.8)
where α and β are complex amplitudes. The probabilities for observing the
state in ground or the excited state is given by |α|2 or |β|2, respectively.
The density matrix for this state would be of the form
ρ = ρ00 |0〉〈0|+ ρ01 |0〉〈1|+ ρ10 |1〉〈0|+ ρ11 |1〉〈1| . (2.9)
However, since the state is pure, we know that
ρ00 = |α|2; ρ11 = |β|2; ρ10 = βα∗; ρ01 = αβ∗, (2.10)
and only the complex parameters α need to be estimated as a global phase
could be ignored. For states with higher rank (r > 1), i.e., a mixture of
pure states, we need to determine more terms in the density matrix.
If we now consider n such two-level systems in the computational basis,
the possible number of basis vectors grows exponentially as 2n:
{|000...〉 , |100...〉 , |010...〉 , ..., |111...〉} (2.11)
Therefore, the general density matrix for a composite quantum system with
n units, with each unit having k dimensions, will be given by a d×d matrix
of complex numbers, ρij , where d = kn. In general, without any assumption,
we therefore need to estimate d2−1 elements to fully characterize the density
matrix.
The exponentially increasing size of the density matrix makes it difficult
to estimate it. However, we can exploit prior knowledge in the form of
quantum mechanical rules to decrease the number of parameters that
need to be learned. The diagonal entries of the density matrix represent
probabilities of occupying one of the basis states. Therefore, they should
be real and positive, between 0 and 1 and sum to unity to be meaningfully
interpreted as probabilities.
Assuming that the density matrix is positive semidefinite and has
unit trace satisfies these conditions. Further, every positive-semidefinite
operator is Hermitian. Therefore, while determining an unknown quantum
state’s density matrix we can restrict to some parameterization that ensures
positive-semidefiniteness and unit trace. The Cholesky decomposition gives
such a parameterization for a positive-semidefinite matrix as:
ρ = TT † (2.12)
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with T being a complex lower-triangular matrix with real entries on the
diagonal [94].
The density matrix is the most general parameterization for a mixed
quantum state with an exponentially growing number of parameters. How-
ever, there could be other restrictions on the quantum state that allows
us to write efficient descriptions for the state and therefore reduce the
number of elements that need to be estimated. Consider the example of a
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state of three two-level systems given
by
|GHZ〉 = |000〉+ |111〉√
2
. (2.13)
If we try to reconstruct the density matrix of an unknown GHZ state, we
only need the four density matrix elements at the corners of the density
matrix given by the coefficients of
|000〉〈000| , |111〉〈111| , |000〉〈111| , |111〉〈000| . (2.14)
Similarly, consider a class of quantum states such as a binomial quantum
state written in the Fock basis {|n〉}. These states are a superposition of











|(S + 1)m〉 . (2.15)
The states are simply parameterized by the integers N and S.
If we have such prior information about the state, we can use an efficient
representation for the state and learn a reduced number of parameters that
can help us reconstruct that state. In general, efficient representations such
as a matrix product state [96] or a tensor network [97] could greatly reduce
the complexity of the problem. In fact, a recent work on using a tensor
network method to simulate a 53 qubit experiment using a small cluster of
GPUs showed significant success [57]. In this regard, we are using the idea
of regularization and priors in inverse problems to restrict the search space
of parameters.
After we decide on a specific quantum state description such as the
density matrix, let us consider how measurements on the state extract
information about the parameters describing the state.
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2.2 Measurements
Measurement in quantum mechanics is a topic of fascinating fundamental
and philosophical oddities. They are a bridge between the quantum world
and our macroscopic reality that allow us to determine quantum mechanical
properties of a system. Measurements are carried out by an interaction
of the quantum system with a measuring apparatus that gives a classical
outcome.
Let us follow the discussion in [93] to demonstrate how such measure-
ments can be realized in general. Let measurement operators {Mi} on a
quantum state in a Hilbert space H have different outcomes labeled by i.
The probability that a measurement on the quantum state |ψ〉 results in
the outcome i is
p(Mi) = 〈ψ|M †iMi |ψ〉 . (2.16)
We impose the completeness condition on the operators Mi to ensure that
the probabilities sum to unity:
∑
i
M †iMi = I. (2.17)
If the initial state is a density matrix, the probability of obtaining the






For projective measurements such as Pi = |ei〉〈ei| we can write Mi = Pi.
Since for a projection operator P †i = Pi with P 2i = Pi, we recover the simple
Born rule, p(Pi) = tr{Piρ}.
The projections give an orthogonal decomposition of identity and have
the effect of a filter on the state. Only a specific component of the state is al-
lowed to pass after measurement, which corresponds to the projection Pi |ψ〉.
Such measurements formally correspond to projection-valued-measures
(PVMs).
A more general type of measurement is given by positive-operator-
valued-measures (POVMs) defined using a set of operators {Oi = M †iMi}.
The operators sum to the identity {∑iOi = I} and in general might not
be projective or orthogonal. These operators generalize the idea of PVMs
using a more general non-orthogonal decomposition of the identity operator.
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2.2.1 Informational completeness
We now have an idea of how to measure quantum-mechanical properties
of states. Specifically, if we wish to obtain the full density matrix for a d-
dimensional quantum system, we seek a d×d density matrix defined by d2−1
independent real numbers. Using von Neumann projective measurements
we therefore need to perform repeated measurements on copies of ρ for a
full quantum state tomography. The number of copies of ρ (or repeated
measurements) required for tomography was known to be O(d4) [98, 99].
In 2014, [100] improved it to O(d3). Only in 2016, [101] showed that the
optimal number of copies of ρ for full quantum state tomography was
O(d/ε) to achieve an error ε in trace distance |ρ′ − ρ| ≤ ε with a high
probability for the estimate ρ′.
To reveal the complete information about the state ρ, we can formulate
a so-called informationally complete (IC) set of measurements. An informa-
tionally complete measurement on a quantum state is given by a POVM
{Oi} that allows the computation of the expectation value of any arbitrary
observable by completely specifying ρ. Such an IC-POVM consists of at
least d2 operators {Oi} that span the full Hilbert space of the quantum
state.
As an example, consider an optical quantum state such as a quantized
electromagnetic field in a cavity described using the Fock basis with a finite









The field corresponding to the quantum state is first mixed with a strong,
coherent local oscillator beam using beam splitters and then measured
by two photodetectors. The photodetectors therefore play the role of the
classical measurement apparatus and convert the quantized electromag-
netic wave into an electric current. By subtracting the photocurrents and
demodulating the result, the x and p quadrature values can be obtained.
Heterodyne detection can be seen as measuring the projection of the
quantum state onto the coherent states, i.e., 1π |α〉〈α|, and thereby producing
the Husimi Q function. The real and imaginary components of α correspond
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to the values for x̂ and p̂. A more general measurement for such optical
states is the generalized Q function [102] given by measuring the Fock






where |n〉 is the Fock state with n photons, D(β) = eβa†−β∗a is the displace-
ment operator, and a(a†) is the bosonic annihilation (creation) operator of
the electromagnetic mode.
The Husimi Q function is simply (1/π)Qβ0 . This generalized measure-
ment could be implemented using a photodetector after applying a certain
displacement to the state characterized by the term α = 1√2(x+ ip).
In this setting, for IC, we require Nc + 1 different measurements with
various α values [102, 103]. Each measurement reveals the occupation
probability for Nc different Fock basis elements |n〉, thereby fixing the
O(N2c ) real values needed for reconstructing ρ. Similarly, for a measurement
of the projection on photon field quadratures |xθ〉 with θ determining the
phase setting in homodyne detection, we need Nc different quadrature
measurements with each quadrature discretizeable up to 2Nc− 1 bins again
leading to O(N2c ) real-valued data that is required for IC [103].
The design of informationally complete POVMs is not straightforward
for arbitary quantum states and for higher dimensions. The class of sym-
metric, informationally complete POVMs (SIC-POVM) denotes the optimal
IC-POVM with exactly d2 elements [104]. There are exactly determined
SIC-POVMs found by hand and computer algebra systems using super-
computers for dimensions as high as d = 844 [105]. For the case of optical
quantum states, in [102] a numerical procedure is described to determine
the Nc + 1 values of α that are optimal. A geometric interpretation is
presented that can guide the choice of α values for a Schrödinger-cat state.
Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to determine the best possible SIC-
POVMs to completely reconstruct a quantum state and often we might use
informationally over complete measurements [106]. Informationally over-
complete measurements are ICs which could have more than d2 outcomes,
e.g., measuring a set of qubits locally in all combinations of Pauli operators
(I± σx,y,z)/6.
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2.3 Noise: state preparation and measurement
Noise in an experiment refers to unwanted effects that can prevent obtaining
the information of interest during measurement. In a classical setting,
noise results from any physical process that influences the measurement
apparatus, e.g., random fluctuations in the environment. A simple strategy
to deal with such noise is to repeat the measurement and take averages.
This strategy is based on assuming that the noise comes from independent
random sources. With this assumption, we can use the central limit theorem
to model the noise. The central limit theorem states that the addition of
independent random variables leads to a (normalized) sum that forms a
normal distribution (bell curve). Therefore we can model noise with an
additive Gaussian term,
y = yµ +N (0, σ), (2.21)
where yµ represents the average value and N (0, σ) denotes samples from a
zero-mean Gaussian with standard deviation σ.
In a quantum measurement scheme, since the final outcome is read
from a classical apparatus, noise can affect its outcome. Therefore we have
to repeat the experiment to get a better estimate. However, due to the
projective nature of the measurement, we will never have access to the
same state after it is measured. Hence we need multiple copies of the state
for repeating the measurement. Here is another potential source of noise
that is more difficult to correct — state preparation and measurement noise
(SPAM). We have to ensure that the process that creates the state to be
measured is repeated exactly with no errors each time. Systematic errors in
our instruments or decoherence of the quantum state might change the state
itself ρ → ρnoisy. If we have an incorrect calibration of the measurement
device we might have errors in the operators O → Onoisy and therefore
measure incorrect information.
Apart from simple additive Gaussian errors and SPAM noise, there are
multiplicative errors that can occur that become difficult to correct. In a
linear time-invariant system, an output signal, y is given by the convolution
of an input f with the impulse response of the system h,
y = f ∗ h. (2.22)
In quantum measurement schemes, linear detectors that amplify a signal
therefore also add such a multiplicative noise to the signal given by a
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convolution that depends on the state of the amplification channel [107].
Such type of noise is more challenging to correct and often requires very
carefully crafted techniques to process the data.
In order to deal with different types of noise, we always require some
regularization techniques or adding prior information to our learning al-
gorithm. In many cases, knowing the background noise itself can help us
subtract or filter it out. In the results presented in Paper II, we discuss
the different types of noise and how they can be tackled. Now let us look
at some of the learning models for quantum state learning and the costs
associated with them in terms of the data required and computation.
2.4 Quantum state reconstruction
The reconstruction of quantum states from measurement data is a com-
putationally demanding task. The implementation of a minimal set of
measurements such as SIC-POVM or using mutually unbiased bases is diffi-
cult experimentally since they may involve non-local measurements and so
informationally overcomplete measurements are used [106]. Informationally
overcomplete measurements contain O(d2) measurement operators for a
d-dimensional density matrix and therefore the cost associated with any
numerical procedure becomes challenging. An 8-qubit quantum state would
require measuring 106 operators, and each measurement must be further
repeated for a number of times to reduce statistical errors.
Broadly speaking, reconstruction methods are based on linear inver-
sion [108, 109], maximimum likelihood estimation [94, 110], or Bayesian
techniques [111–113]. The algorithms used behind the scenes in these meth-
ods are usually optimization techniques such as least-squares regression,
gradient descent, or semidefinite programming. In recent times, neural
networks and ideas from machine learning have also been applied to state
reconstruction with interesting results [30, 114–118]. We will focus on neural
networks later in this thesis. First, let us discuss the different reconstruction
methods in brief.
2.4.1 Reconstruction methods
In linear methods, the goal is to invert the linear equation relating measured
data d to the density matrix ρ,
d = Aρf , (2.23)
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where A denotes the sensing matrix that contains information about the
measured operators {Oi} and ρf is the flattened density matrix. We can
write this simple linear relation since the Born rule is linear and gives
the elements for the data vector as di = tr{Oiρ}. To solve Eq. (2.23),
we can try inversion methods from linear algebra or apply least-squares
minimization. The minimization has to be further constrained to recover a
physical density matrix [94].
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is an alternative to linear inver-
sion which tries to estimate the best possible density matrix that is most
likely to produce the observed data [94]. Maximum likelihood estimation
also implements constraints on the density matrix to keep it physical. In





where mi are the measured counts for the observable Oi. In practice, it
is more convenient to deal with the log-likelihood function that converts





However, MLE is computationally expensive and sometimes could be slow
to converge []. Therefore several modifications to standard MLE have been
proposed to improve it.
In [110] a simple steepest-ascent method was used to maximize the
log-likelihood function with an iterative algorithm. The density matrix was
constrained to be positive and Hermitian within the iterative steps using
a Cholesky decomposition. We will compare our neural-network based
estimation methods to this iterative maximum likelihood estimation in
Paper I and II.
The iterative maximum-likelihood method has a nice guarantee to
converge due to the convex nature of the log-likelihood. However, there is no
guarantee that every iterative step will lead to an increse in the likelihood as
shown in [119] with a counter example. Therefore it might take a long time
to converge. In [119], a diluted nonlinear iterative algorithm was proposed
that allows a compromise between faster convergence and the guarantee
on likelihood increase. Still, due to enforcement of quantum-mechanical
constraints on the density matrix and implementing a minimization in the
space of unconstrained operators, convergence is slow [120].
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In [121], by assuming Gaussian statistics for the measurement noise, it
was possible to develop a fast MLE method for state reconstruction. The




exp[−(di − tr{Oiρ})]2, (2.26)
where we denote di to be the average value for the measurement outcome
of operator Oi and we have ignored constant terms. The log-likelihood




−[di − tr{Oiρ}]2. (2.27)
Therefore maximizing the log-likelihood for a Gaussian noise prior could
be related to least-squares minimization.
Further improvements to MLE came with the application of projected
gradient descent technique in [120]. Here, the authors use an accelerated
gradient descent algorithm with a“momentum” that helped to achieve faster
convergence. To implement the constraint of positive semidefiniteness and
unit trace, at each step of the gradient-based optimization, the density
matrix is projected to the space of valid quantum states. This is achieved
by discarding negative eigenvalues of the estimated density matrix and
reconstructing it back from the eigenvectors of the current estimate. With
this adaptation, it was possible to perform the state reconstruction of
an 8-qubit state within a minute and just hundreds of iterative steps.
Although, maximum likelihood based reconstruction is widely used for
state reconstruction, some authors have pointed out its flaws against linear
regression techniques [108] and even questioned its admissibility [112, 122].
Bayesian quantum state estimation is an alternative to MLE that does
not just give a single most likely density matrix but defines a probability
distribution, p(ρ) for the density matrix, and uses Bayes rule to update the
posterior probability after observing some data,
p(ρ|d) ∝ L(ρ)π(ρ). (2.28)
where π(ρ) is a prior for the distribution of density matrices. It is possible to
assume that the density matrix is parameterized by some vector x and then
define the prior and posterior over x that ensures physical density matrices.
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However, the challenge in Bayesian methods is computing the posterior or
evaluating integrals of the form Eq. (2.29), which is usually approximated
via Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
2.4.2 Weaker learning models
The computational cost associated with full quantum state tomography
can be reduced by exploiting prior knowledge and simplifying the problem.
In compressed sensing methods [98], it is assumed that the states that
are reconstructed are of low rank, which greatly reduces the need for
measurement data. If the rank of the state is r, compressed sensing
methods allow the computation of a d−dimensional density matrix using
O(rd log2 d) measurements.
Permutationally invariant quantum tomography exploits permutational
symmetry of the state to find a measurement strategy to reduce experimental
effort [123]. Similarly, matrix-product-state [96, 97] or tensor-network
tomography [115, 124] are based on a prior assumption on the entanglement
properties of the state.
Apart from such prior assumptions, there have been different learning
models that are weaker than full quantum state tomography but still are
practically relevant [125]. In some of these learning models, we may only
seek interesting properties of the quantum state without reconstruction
the full state [126]. Some of the methods allow for a direct estimation of
fidelity of the state to a target state [127] or computation of expectation
values of observables directly without full state tomography [128, 129].
In probably approximately correct (PAC) learning [130], we assume
a concept class of known quantum states C and an unknown distribution
for measurement settings for two-outcome measurements D : O → [0, 1].
The data is collected according to the choice of measurements given by
sampling from Oi ∼ D as {Oi, tr{Oiρ}}. The PAC-learning framework
then tries to estimate a density matrix σ that approximates ρ with its
quality determined by two approximation parameters α and ζ such that
the error between the observed data and calculated probabilties is low with
a high probability,
p[| tr{O′σ}− tr{O′ρ}]| ≤ ζ] ≤ (1− α). (2.30)
Intuitively, we are trying to learn an approximation to the state that can
correctly tell us about statistics of measurements from the distribution D.
In this framework, it was shown that the number of examples (copies of
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the density matrix and therefore measurements) that are needed can be
linear in the number of qubits n [125, 130].
Some of the assumptions of PAC learning could be difficult to justify,
e.g., that the measurements we are interested in are drawn from the same
distribution D that we have measured experimentally [125]. Therefore PAC
learning might not be valid with changing conditions in the environment.
Further, it might only be possible to obtain sequential information from an
experiment and not a tensor of identical states.
The online learning model [131] tackles these issues by maintaining at
each instance an assumption of the density matrix σ and trying to maintain
a low error rate
| tr{σOi} − yi| ≤ ε, (2.31)
where yi = tr{Oiρ}. The goal of online tomography is to minimine the
number of mistakes, i.e., violations of Eq. (2.31) after which for all sub-
sequent measurements we have a low error between predicted values and
data. In this learning model, it could be shown that the number of errors,
i.e., required measurements could be related to the sequential fat-shattering
dimension [125, 131] of the class of quantum states C which could be much
smaller that exponential in certain cases than exponential in the size of
the quantum state [131]. The fat-shattering dimension is a combinatorial
parameter that defines the richness of the class of functions C [132].
Finally, in shadow tomography [128, 129], the idea is to predict prop-
erties of the state or target functions on the state instead of estimating
the full state. A classical description for the state is learned by repeatedly
collecting results of local measurements (such as measuring the qubits) after
applying random unitary transformations on the full state. This classical
description is called the classical shadow. Then any target function of the
state ρ is directly computed from a median of mean values prediction that
uses a certain splitting of the classical shadows to give k different estimates
for the density matrix [129]. In the original idea for shadow tomography,
it was shown that given m measurements O1,O2, ...,Om, we can estimate
tr{ρOi} for all i ∈ [0,m] with only O(n, logm) copies of the state ρ. [125,
128]
In the papers that this thesis is based on, we have proposed a new
method for quantum state reconstruction following ideas from machine
learning. Our method uses neural networks to predict a density matrix
from measurement data and can be flexibly adapted to handle different
scenarious for noise. Our techniques draw from some of the ideas discussed
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in this section such as constraining the density matrix to be physical,
using adaptive gradient-based optimization, and handling different cases of
noise and likelihood functions. However, before moving to our proposed
techniques, we first need to discuss the use of neural networks in machine
learning in general.
Chapter 3
Machine learning with neural
networks
Modern digital computers can be used to carry out a variety of tasks
and therefore find applications in every aspect of human life. Digital
computers are logically equivalent to Turing machines proposed by Alan
Turing in 1936. A Turing machine defines an abstract computational model
that manipulates symbols on a tape according to some instructions and
therefore can execute an algorithm. An algorithm is a well-defined set of
instructions to complete a task. These tasks could be anything — solving
mathematical problems, controlling a robot, communicating information or
simply listening to music. Therefore, the design of algorithms to carry out
tasks using a computer is a major area of study in computer science.
However, for many types of tasks faced in the real world, straightforward
algorithms cannot be applied. Complex tasks such as translating languages,
playing games, recognizing an image, driving a car, or allowing a robot to
navigate the world are not easy to solve using a simple set of instructions.
Still, humans routinely solve such complex problems by learning from
experience.
A baby can learn language, movement, and solve a plethora of tasks as
it grows up. Even though as a human, we can learn to perform complicated
tasks, are we following a simple set of instructions to accomplish them?
The key is that we learn and somehow build the ability to solve a problem
with experience in addition to following instructions. Is it possible then
to also design a machine than can similarly learn from experience using
algorithms that emulate intelligent behaviour?
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One of Turing’s lesser known contributions addresses these questions
with his report on “Intelligent Machinery” in 1948 [133]. Turing defined
“unorganized machines” with examples of an early form of neural networks.
According to Turing, appropiate education could train such machines
to perform complex tasks such as mathematics, learning or translating
languages, and playing various card and board games. Turing even suggested
the similarity between such machines and the infant human cortex. More
remarkable is Turing’s consideration of some of the principles involved in
building such a brain without a body, e.g., proposing training techniques
based on genetic evolution. Turing even had the idea of giving such a
learning machine wheels, arms and camera eyes so that it was mobile
enough to find out things for itself in the world. This proposal was met
with outcries of “Turing is going to infest the countryside with a robot
which will live on twigs and scrap iron!”. [134]
In subsequent years, this idea of a network of units that can be trained
to solve complex tasks transformed into modern neural networks. Further,
taking inspiration from neural networks, differential programming [135,
136] emerged as a more general framework to write parameterized computer
programs that can be optimized and changed dynamically. Such programs
can include loops and logical conditionals but can also be differentiated
using automatic differentiation techniques. Therefore these automatic-
differentiable programs could be optimized by minimizing some loss function
using data to complete a task using gradient descent. A quote by researcher
Andrej Karpathy is a humorous reminder of the potential for writing better
programs using differential programming — “Gradient descent can write
code better than you [137].”
This chapter is focused on neural networks, differential programming and
a brief description of probabilistic models for discriminative and generative
tasks. We will use these techniques in Chapter 4 for recognizing classes of
quantum states and performing quantum state tomography.
3.1 Neural networks
An artificial neuron is a biologically inspired model that defines the input-
output relationship between variables x and y as the non-linear model
y = σ(θ1x+ θ0), (3.1)
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(d) Variational autoencoder








Figure 3.1: (a) A feed-forward, densely connected neural network with multiple
layers applies sequences of linear and non-linear transformations to define a
learnable function. (b) Convolutional neural networks are a modified architecture
inspired by the human visual cortex. In each convolutional layer, spatial filters
extract features such as edges to build higher abstractions and identify patterns
in the input. A fully connected dense neural network uses these features to
perform a labelling of the input data. (c) Recurrent neural networks are another
architecture that can work with sequential data and have self-connections to
emulate memory effects. (d) The variational autoencoder architecture can learn
data distributions using an encoder-decoder formulation and sample new data
similar to a given dataset. (e) Generative adversial neural networks use two
competing neural networks to learn a data distribution. The generator tries
to generate new data starting from randomly sampled noise vectors and the
discriminator acts as learnable loss that evaluates the generator’s performance and
guides it to generate realistic data samples.
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where θi are called weights with θ0 sometimes called a bias term. The
function σ denotes a nonlinear function called the activation function. The
simple model in Eq. (3.1) follows from the idea of perceptrons [] developed
by Frank Rosenblatt and is one of the most widely used today. Other
formulations of artificial neurons such as spiking neurons [] are also actively
researched and pursued.
In Eq. (3.1), if the input is a vector x = {1, x1, x2, ..., xn}, we can write
the output of the neuron as
y = σ(θTx), (3.2)
where θ = {θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θn} is a weight vector. We appended a unit term
in the input vector for a concise notation that includes the bias terms using
a dot product between the weight and the input vector.
Now, let us combine a set of such neurons in layers and construct a
feed-forward neural network, see Fig. 3.1. Let the layers be indexed using





0 = 1 for all layers to include bias terms. The
intermediate outputs of neurons at each layer zlj of the neural network can
now be written as a function of the inputs from the previous layer and a
set of weights θ
(l)













The simplest network is one with a single hidden layer (l = 1) that

























where we have not applied the activation on the output layer.
3.1.1 Universal function approximation by neural networks
Neural networks with at least a single hidden layer can be shown to have
the capacity to approximate arbitrary functions. This property of neural
networks forms the theoretical basis for using them in approximating re-
lationships between different type of data. In this thesis, we use neural
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networks as a map between measurement data and a theoretical description
of the state that generated the data. We consider neural networks as a clas-
sifier for the data and also as a generating function that outputs the density
matrix with noisy data as input. The universal approximation theorems
about neural networks therefore give a theoretical basis to using neural
networks as maps between data and density matrices, or for classification.
In [88], it was shown that finite sums of the form in Eq. (3.4) can be a
universal function approximator for real-valued continuous functions f in
the hypercube
In := [0, 1]n = {x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ Rn|xi ∈ [0, 1]}. (3.5)
The finite sum can be written concisely as y(x) = ∑j wjσ(wTj x) with
weights of the output layer as wj and weight vectors from the input to the
hidden layer as wj . This finite sum approximates f arbitarily close for
ε > 0,
|y(x)− f(x)| < ε. (3.6)
In the proof given in [88], the activation function σ needs to be a continuous
sigmoidal function such that
σ(t)→
{
→ 1, as t→ + inf
→ 0, as t→ − inf .
It is straightforward to extend this for other types of activation functions
such as trigonometric or exponential using the Stone-Weierstrass theo-
rem [138]. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem guarantees that for a continuous
real-valued function f that is defined on a bounded real interval [a, b], there
exists a polynomial p such that for all x in [a, b], |f(x)− p(x)| < ε for an
error ε.
In [87], the Stone-Weirstrass theorem was used to show that arbitrary
bounded non-constant activation functions (which might even be discon-
tinuous) are sufficient for universal approximation by standard multi-layer
feedforward neural networks. A later work [139] showed the more gen-
eral result that “a standard multilayer feedforward network with a locally
bounded piecewise continuous activation function can approximate any
continuous function to any degree of accuracy if and only if the network’s
activation function is not a polynomial.” Thereafter, it is straightforward to
extend the universal approximation idea to functions for multidimensional
inputs and output.
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In recent times, there is an interest in understanding the expressive
power of deep neural networks with multiple hidden layers. The universal
approximation theorems for shallow, single-hidden layer neural networks
only provide a mathematical guarantee on the expressivity to approximate
arbitrary functions. But in practice, deep architectures perform much
better [29, 140] and their expressivity has only been explored after their
success.
There are demonstrations of functions that can be expressed more
efficiently with deeper architectures than a single-hidden-layer network [141,
142]. In some conditions, deeper convolutional neural networks perform
much better function approximation [143]. Some examples can also be
constructed where a single-hidden-layer network cannot realize a three-
hidden-layer network [144] or a deep convolutional network cannot be
realized with a shallow network unless the number of nodes in the hidden
layer grows exponentially [145]. In [140], a simple demonstration showed
that multiplying n variables required 2n neurons required using a single
hidden layer, but 4n neurons using a deeper network with log2 n layers.
Besides mathematical arguments, physics could also play a role in
explaining why deep learning works well in practice. The data generation
process, the forward model that links simple parameters to complex data,
could be seen as a sequence of simple hierarchical steps. The structure of
deep neural networks might be more suited to reverse these steps with each
layer distilling information necessary only for the final output. [140]
The arguments presented so far demonstrate the universal approxima-
tion capabilities of neural networks and the possible advantages associated
with deeper architectures rather than shallow networks. But training the
network for a particular task is not easy. Modern deep neural networks
might have up to a billion weights [40] that need to be learned. In 1986, a
seminal paper [146] showed how to train these neural networks using the
backpropagation algorithm. This simple algorithm, that is based on the
chain-rule for differentiation, could be used to train complex neural-network
architectures which is one of the main reasons for their recent success and
applicability.
3.1.2 Training neural networks with backpropagation
Backpropagation uses the chain rule along to compute gradients of compli-
cated functions. Along with gradient-descent, backpropagation is used to
find the minima of a loss function such as the mean squared error between
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We iteratively update the parameters θ in the opposite direction of the
gradient of the loss function ∇θL(θ) with respect to the model weights. A
simple step of the gradient descent algorithm is
θ(t+ 1) = θ(t)− η∂L
∂θ
. (3.7)
Here, η represents the “learning rate” or step size. There can be thousands
of weights which are updated at each iteration during training. At each step
the gradient ∂L∂θ has to be estimated for the all the weights in the network.
For a complicated nonlinear function such as a deep neural network, this
gradient calculation presents a challenge.
But it is possible to determine the gradients by “back propagating”
the errors from the ouput layer to the input in a reverse direction. We
can understand backpropagation with four simple fundamental equations
which are easy to derive [147]. We show the crucial step now using the
intermediate outputs z
(l)
j and an error term defined as the gradient of the







If the final output layer is denoted by L, the error for the mean-squared
loss is simply
δLj ∝ (σ(zL)− y) σ
′(zL) (3.9)
where  denotes element-wise multiplication or the Hadamard operator.
Now we need to compute the errors δlj as a function of the errors in the
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Therefore, the error terms in each layer are related to the errors in the next








Once we compute all the intermediate outputs in a forward run of the
neural network and determined the errors δlj , the gradients with respect to






Backpropagation only computes the gradients with respect to to a
single training instance, but since we consider a loss function that can be
averaged over different training examples, the total value of the gradients
can similarly be computed by taking the average of the gradients for each
training instance.
Once we have the gradients, other modifications to the actual update rule
are possible, leading to variants such as batch gradient descent, stochastic
gradient descent, momentum-based update rules or techniques such as
Adam, that adaptively change the learning rate for individual weights. [148]
We have discussed how a neural network can be a powerful approxima-
tion for discovering the relationship between data spaces and how to train
such large models using gradient descent. The crucial step in training is
solved using backpropagation for computing gradients of complex functions.
Backpropagation is a subset of the general method of automatic differenti-
ation which allows writing computer code that can learn to change itself
using differential programming.
3.2 Differential programming
The idea of differential programming is important for understanding how
we can modify neural networks to incorporate quantum mechanics and
still train them with deep-learning tools. Differential programming is
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based on the ability to automatically differentiate a complex computer
program. Automatic differentiation is different from symbolically taking
the gradient of a function using the chain-rule. Even for a modestly complex
function of many variables, such a symbolic differentiation formula would
cover several pages. Automatic differentiation is also not the same as
numerical computation of gradients using a finite difference rule. It allows
the calculation of exact gradients in a constant time [136, 149].
Phil Wolfe made an observation regarding how difficult it is to compute
the gradient of a scalar function with respect to n terms and the cost of
computing the function itself [149],
“If care is taken in handling quantities which are common to
the function and derivatives, the ratio [between cost of gradient
evaluations and evaluating the function] is usually 1.5, not n+1.”
Andreas Griewank [149] showed that this observation is a theorem with the
upper bound on the ratio as 5. Therefore automatic differentiation makes
it possible to compute gradients of a complicated function with the same
effort as evaluating the function.
Two modes exist for automatic differentiation — forward and reverse,
where the reverse mode is similar to backpropagation. The key is to
break down the computation of a complicated function into a sequence of
simpler elementary operations such that the chain-rule can be exploited for
calculating gradients.
Reverse mode differentiation has an advantage for functions with fewer
outputs than inputs, i.e, Rn → Rm with m n. However, it needs to store
the intermediate outputs in memory and record how different intermediate
terms are connected in a computational graph describing the function. In
the case where the ouput is a single scalar value, such that we differentiate
a function f : Rn → R, reverse-mode autodifferentiation can evaluate
all gradients in a single pass while the forward mode would require n
evaluations. [136]
In the opposite situation, where f : R → Rn, forward mode only
requires one forward pass. In our works, we only use backpropagation
or reverse-mode autodifferentiation but it is worthwhile to know that for
other arbitrary learning problems, a mix of approaches can be considered.
Extending the automatic differentiation technique to arbitrary computer
programs leads to differential programming.
Differential programming is more than just algorithmically differentiat-
ing continuous-variable functions. We wish to construct learnable computer
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if condition(A): 
  return E1 
else: 
  return E2
if condition(A): 
  return gradient(E1) 
else: 















def loss(theta, a, b): 
  if measured == 1: 
    return fidelity(a, b, theta) 
  else: 
    apply_new_pulse(a, theta) 
…. 
g = gradient(loss, [theta]) 
theta += - 0.1*g
gradient(E1)
Figure 3.2: Differential programming requires automatic differentiation of computer
programs. (a) Code transformations produce a code with similar conditionals
as the input program for the gradients. (b) Execution-trace-based automatic
differentiation uses a trace of the program that does not contain the conditionals
since at execution, a computer code is a sequence of well-defined steps. (c)
Differential programming could enable writing computer programs that can be
treated in a similar way to neural networks and learned by training on data.
programs that can be trained using gradient descent. Such computer pro-
grams might consider logical statements such as if conditions and loops.
Calculus does not provide a straightforward recipe to take gradients of
conditional operations. However, new frameworks and languages have
been proposed to resolve this issue and allow computer programs to be
differentiable and thus learnable using training.
Two approaches to deal with more complicated computer programs
are using code transformation and using evaluation traces [135]. Code
transformations produce derivatives using similar conditionals as the source
code, and therefore the code to take the derivative of an if statement would
also be an if statement, see Fig. 3.2.
The other approach relies on the fact that during execution, a computer
code will have a fixed path that would evaluate the conditions and therefore
provide a sequence of elementary steps to compute an output without the
conditional. This execution trace can be differentiated using automatic
differentiation, see Fig. 3.2.
A number of softwares and differential programming languages are avail-
able today that can be used for designing more general computer programs
that are trainable. TensorFlow [150], PyTorch [151], Julia-based [152]
and Jax [153] are some examples. Differential programming can also be
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applied to quantum programs such as variational circuits and tools such as
PennyLane [154] make it easy to compose such programs.
For our work, we have used the ability of differential programming
provided by TensorFlow to define custom operations in our models. Using
differential programming therefore allows us to do more than simply writing
a neural-network model, it enables optimizing a complex interactive model
and we exploit it to add quantum-mechanical priors to our models. Now we
are ready to discuss the different types of models that can be constructed
using neural networks and put into context for different tasks. In the next
section, we focus on building discriminative and generative models using
neural networks.
3.3 Discriminative and generative models
We have seen how quantum state characterization entails learning the
description of a quantum system from data. We could either learn the
full state density matrix or ask for certain properties of the state. The
universal function approximation capabilities of neural networks along with
differential programming allows us to construct models that can map data
to our target objective, and train them. We should now discuss the ideas
behind discriminative and generative models that can be used for state
classification or reconstructing the density matrix of the state.
The concepts of discriminative and generative models can be best
understood by considering the probability distributions p(y|x) and p(x, y)
for inputs x and outputs y. If x is an image, and y represents a label for
the image, discriminative models attempt to build a model to compute
the conditional probability p(y|x) of assigning a label y to an instance
of data x. A generative model, on the other hand, tries to learn the
underlying data distribution, p(x, y), so new data can be generated from
it. Generative models can then generate random new instances of (x, y) or
perhaps targetted instances of y given by the conditional p(x|y).
In real-world examples, the data distributions can be complex and
intractable. Consider the distribution of pixel-values in a 100× 100 grid
that generates grayscale images of human faces by varying each pixel value
in the interval [0, 256]. There are more than 25610,000 ∼ 1020000 possible
images and it is a daunting task to write a multi-dimensional probability
density function for the pixels that define human faces. The determination
of such a probability density is even more difficult if you consider the
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number of samples of human faces that we usually have in our training
in comparison to the total possibilities. Even if we consider every single
human being that walked on Earth and approximate it with 100 billion
people, the ratio between all the possibilities and our data is extremely large
(1020000 vs. 1011). In real experiments to generate human faces, usually
millions of images (∼ 106) are considered.
Yet there are neural-network-based generative modelling techniques
that can learn to sample realistic human faces. We will discuss one such
generative model called generative adversarial networks for learning the
quantum state density matrix. This is the focus of this thesis, but first we
discuss other concepts and ideas for generative models to get a perspective
on why the generative adversarial framework could have advantages over
the other methods.
3.3.1 Restricted Boltzmann machines
Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are an early type generative mod-
els that work slightly differently than the standard feed-forward neural-
network architecture [155]. They are interesting because RBMs are currently
used for quantum state tomography using the neural-network-quantum-
states ansatz [30]. An RBM consists of visible and hidden units (v =
{v1, v2, ..., vk},h = {h1, h2, ..., hj}) which are restricted to give stochastic
binary outputs {0, 1}. The stochasticity comes from defining the rule for
updating the units. The value of a node hj is set to 1 if the probability








is greater than a random number sampled from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1. Here g is the activation, and the parameters θij determine
the interaction between vi and hj . The visible units v are updated similarly
based on the state of the hidden units. The states of the visible units of
the RBM converge to a Boltzmann distribution





where Z(θ) = ∑v,h e−E(v,h;θ) is the partition function and the energy is
given by
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Restricted Boltzmann machine

(Neural network quantum state ansatz)
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Figure 3.3: Discriminative and generative models using deep neural networks.
(a) Convolutional neural networks can be used to estimate the probability of a
data belonging to particular class, p(y|x). (b) Generative models learn the data
distribution and can sample new data. Restricted Boltzmann Machines use a
stochastic neural network that models a parameterized Boltzmann distribution
to approximate a data distribution. (c) Variational autoencoders learn a map
from a latent space (noise) to the data using an encoder-decoder architecture.
(d) Generative adversarial networks directly learn the data generation map from
latent noise using a generator. A second neural network, the discriminator acts
as a learnable loss function that trains the generative process. (e) Flow-based
models estimate the probability density of the data using a sequence of invertible
maps that can be easily differentiated and directly provide the probability density
function for the data distribution.
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Therefore RBMs use the parameterized Boltzmann distribution to approx-
imate the underlying probability distribution of a set of data vectors vk.
The training step optimizes a measure of statistical divergence, e.g., the
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the sampled vectors from the
RBM and the data. After training, we seek parameters that give a high
probability for a data point dk set as the visible units p(dk; θ). New data
points can then be generated by sampling the RBM using some sampling
method. For continuous-valued data we further need to convert them to a
binary encoding or use variants like Gaussian-Bernoulli RBMs [156].
Training of RBMs is not straightforward as simple backpropagation
would not work due to the stochasticity of the outputs in neurons. Tech-
niques such as contrastive divergence [155, 157] that are based on a sampling
procedure and a gradient-based update of the weights, enabled training
of RBMs. However, the difficulties remain due to the stochastic nature of
these models that requires sampling. More straightforward generative mod-
elling techniques such as variational autoencoders, generative adversarial
networks or flow-based models are easier to work with than RBMs. Such
techniques allow back-propagation based learning, and tackle the sampling
aspect using a latent (noise) space, and mapping randomly sampled ele-
ments z from this latent space to a data point using a neural network as
the deterministic mapping function:
f : z→ x. (3.18)
Although both variational autoencoders and generative adversarial networks
use a parameterized neural network to approximate the data-generating
function f , they are very different in how this function is learned.
3.3.2 Variational autoencoders
Variational autoencoders (VAEs) work by making a set of approximations
to the likelihood of a data point and the posterior probability for a random
latent vector given a data point, pθ(z|x). The integral of the marginal






and is intractable since it is not possible to sum all possible values of random
noise vectors z. In VAEs, a decoder neural network is used to approximate
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the map from the latent space to the data parameterized by θ as pθ(x|z)







which is also difficult to compute and is parameterized by an encoder
qφ(z|x).
In order to train the encoder and decoder networks, the KL divergence
between the generated data and true data is minimized. However, apply-
ing backpropagation is not possible directly due to sampling of the latent
noise vectors z. This was solved by the reparameterization trick making
backpropagation-based training work on VAEs [158]. The reparameteri-
zation trick expresses the random variable z as the output of z = eφ(z, ε)
with an independent random variable ε thereby allowing autodifferentiation
to work.
In image-generation tasks, VAEs are susceptible to generate samples
that might be blurry and not very sharp with varying opinions as to why
this happens. The use of the KL-divergence loss, simple Gaussian priors
or small latent space dimension are some possible reasons that may lead
to VAEs not being to able to capture the data distribution well [160]. In
this regard, generative adversarial networks perform better and produce
sharper outputs in image generation tasks [161, 162].
3.3.3 Generative adversarial networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [163] take a different approach
to learning the map between a latent space and data. Here, a generator
network, G (similar to the decoder in VAEs) is trained by letting a second
neural network, the discriminator D, evaluate its outputs. The discriminator
considers the input x′ and outputs a probability D(x′; θD) for the data
point x′ to belong to the data distribution. The generator and discriminator
network can now be trained in an alternating sequence until the generator
learns to produce data which is similar to the true data distribution and
the discriminator can no longer distinguish generated data from the true
data.
The conditional generative adversarial network architecture further
improves upon the standard idea of adversarial learning by allowing to
shape the data generation process with the mapping
f : z|y→ x, (3.21)
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where y is a conditioning variable such as a label. Therefore, conditional
generative adversarial networks can be used to model complex conditional
maps between different data. The use of the discriminator network to
evaluate the performance of the generator performance allows possible
learning of a non-trivial loss metric. However, since generative adversarial
networks do not explicitly model the data distribution and rather learn it
implicitly, there are doubts whether they are truly representative of the
data distribution [164].
We have seen that both VAEs and GANs do not explicitly learn the data
distrubution p(x) and use a latent noise space to generate samples of data.
Variational autoencoders make an approximation of a data distribution
using a mixture model and it is not clear if generative adversarial networks
actually learn the data distribution perfectly [164]. Another generative
modeling approach called flow-based models solves this issue by directly
estimate the probability density for data.
3.3.4 Flow-based generative models
Flow-based models use the idea of the change-of-variable theorem from
probability theory [165]. A new random variable which we consider as our
data x can be constructed from another easy-to-sample distribution p(z)
using a one-to-one mapping x = f(z). The inverse of this operation is given












where det denotes the determinant. Now, if we consider a series of such
invertible functions, we can convert the simple latent noise z to a much
more complex one sequentially by applying nonlinear bijective functions
fN ◦ fN−1 ◦ ... ◦ f1 : z→ x. (3.23)
It can be shown that the composition of such N bijective function is
invertible such that inverse is given by
f−11 ◦ f−12 ◦ ... ◦ f−1N : x→ z. (3.24)
Now, having a set of invertible and differentiable functions that map
an easy distribution to a complex one makes the likelihood function for
the data tractable. The random variable traverses a path zi = fi(zi−1)
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which is called the flow. The chain of the intermediate distributions pi
is called a normalizing flow due to movement from a complicated data
distribution to a more regular or “normal” form. Different normalizing-flow
models can be constructed by the choice of the functions f which need to
satisfy two conditions — easy invertibility and computation of the Jacobian
determinant [165].
Normalizing flows have the benefit that they provide us with the proba-
bility density for the data. Therefore they make it possible to sample new
data points, predict the probability for a possible data, fill in missing data
and more. They also connect to the narrative of [140] where deep neural
networks provide a good tool to model the hierarchical transformation
of data using simpler steps to generate complex data. We will not use
normalizing flows for this thesis but see it as an interesting alternative to
our approach for learning the density matrix of quantum states.
Now that we have reviewed different techniques for discriminative and
generative modeling we can apply them to quantum state characterization.
In the most basic setting, we wish to identify properties of the quantum
state which resembles a discriminative task. For complete characterization,
we would like to obtain the full wave function or density matrix of the
state. In the next chapter, we will introduce the necessary concepts from
quantum mechanics to set the stage for the results and show how deep





Neural networks are one of the most successful and widely studied machine-
learning techniques today. Therefore, it is no surprise that physicists have
been exploring the use of neural networks to tackle problems in quantum
physics. Early works in 2001 on using unsupervised neural networks to
solve the Schrödinger equation showed how a trained neural network was
better than other numerical approaches to find the wave function and
capture its features [166]. More recently, the idea of using Restricted
Boltzmann machines as a variational ansatz for a many-body quantum
state was proposed in [30], which led to many new results that relied on the
efficient antsatz [115]. There were also many other proposals to use neural
networks for quantum state reconstruction using architectures such as
variational autoencoders, recurrent neural networks or simple feed-forward
neural networks which showed promising results [97, 116, 117].
Besides reconstructing state descriptions, neural networks were also
used for correcting state-preparation and measurement errors in an experi-
ment [117], calibrating a photonic sensor [167], detecting non-classicality [168],
Wigner negativity [169], distinguishing different mode superpositions in a
twisted light transmission experiment [170], and discriminating a coherent
light source from thermal light at the single-photon level [171]. Another
interesting application includes reconstructing the dynamics of a quantum
system by observing its evolution [172].
These successful applications show the potential applications of neural
networks in solving practical problems in quantum physics. The problems
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can be broadly formulated as classification and generative modelling tasks
in machine learning. In this chapter, we will string together all the concepts
discussed so far and show how the general problem of classification and
reconstruction of quantum states can be formulated as learning tasks for
neural networks. We will then discuss how different types of noise can be
tackled in this framework.
4.1 Classification of states with discriminative networks
In the standard quantum state discrimination task, we wish to identify an
unknown quantum state ρi selected from a set of quantum states {ρi}. The
probability of selecting the ith state is pi such that
∑
i pi = 1. The goal is
to devise a measurement scheme that allows us to discriminate an unknown
state ρ in a single shot using a POVM ({Oi}) where the probability of
observing the ith outcome corresponds to the probability that the unknown
state is ρi. Therefore classification is a simple way to characterize the
quantum state by identifying it by measurement.
However, perfect single-shot discrimination is not always possible or
reliable, e.g., when the states are not orthogonal. A more realistic situation
is when we have access to repetitions of the experiment and measurement
outcomes, or possibly a continuous stream of outcomes from a weak mea-
surement. Therefore, in this thesis we do not treat the standard task of
finding best measurements for discriminating between different quantum
states. We are rather concerned with the situation where we will have access
to a dataset of measurement outcomes and wish to distinguish the underly-
ing state according to its properties, e.g., non-classicality, entanglement, or
the type of state.
We can connect the classification task to the standard machine-learning
objective of determining the conditional probability of an instance of data
x belonging to a class y given by p(y|x) as discussed in Sec. 1.4. The input
data is then a set of measurement outcomes and the description of the mea-
surement x = [{d1,O1}, {d2,O2}, ..., {dk,Ok}] and the target, y are encoded
labels such as entangled/non-entangled (0/1), Wigner-positive/negative
(0/1).
A neural network can be used to parameterize the conditional probability
pθ(y|x) with weights θ. We represent this neural network as f(x; θ) that
gives an output probability for an input data to belong to a class y. If
there are multiple classes, the outputs can also be encoded as a vector




(b) Patterns in data + noise
Photon statistics
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Figure 4.1: (a) The data in quantum state characterization problems is obtained
by measuring a quantum state and collecting statistics of outcomes. (b) The
data could have patterns depending on the underlying quantum state but noise
could corrupt the data. (c) A classification task such as identifying which type
of quantum state was produced in an experiment can be tackled using a neural
network that is trained on simulated data. (d) In reconstruction tasks, we seek the
underlying density matrix of the state that allows us to estimate the probability
for arbitrary measurements on the state. (e) A convolutional neural network is
well-suited to solve classification tasks where the data can be arranged as an image.
The spatial patterns in the data are extracted by the convolutional neural network
to make a decision. (e) Quantum state reconstruction using conditional generative
adversarial neural networks uses the idea of two competing neural networks. One of
them acts as a generator for probability of outcomes and the second neural network
evaluates its performance as the discriminator. We further augment the generator
neural network with custom layers that enforce rules of quantum mechanics.
50 Neural networks for characterizing quantum systems
y = [y1, y2, ..., yn] where the yn are probabilities for the data to belong to
the nth class.
If we now have a set of training data {di,yi}, the weights θ can be
learned by minimizing some loss function such as the cross-entropy loss









We have assumed that since a neural network is a universal function
approximator, it finds an approximation to the conditional probability for
a class label given a data point. Once trained using a training dataset, we
can predict the label for a new data point d′ and use the neural network
for classification without requiring the full quantum state description.
In the results presented in Paper II, we consider a convolutional neu-
ral network to classify seven different classes of optical quantum states
- fock, coherent, thermal, num, binomial, cat and gkp. A convo-
lutional neural network is well-suited to detect patterns in images using
filters that learn specific features such as edges. The layer-wise architecture
then progressively extracts more complex features, see Fig. 4.1(a). A fully
connected set of layers in the end use the detected features to make a
prediction that the data comes from a specific quantum state.
We considered as inputs the distribution of outcomes of measuring
projections on coherent states Oi = |αi〉〈αi| characterized by complex
numbers αi. These measurement outcomes can be arranged into a 2D
matrix — the Husimi Q function, and contain specific patterns for each
type of state. Note that the information about the measurement operators
are only included implicitly in the data as the fixed grid for the Husimi Q
function. It would also be possible to simply measure at random αi and
provide {αi, di} as inputs to the neural network, where di is the estimated
value for tr{Oiρ}. a
This task of classifying a state from its Husimi Q function could be
seen as rather simple for a physicist, see Fig. 4.2. However, it is only
possible with the naked eye once all the data is collected and arranged
in a meaningful way. The advantage of using a neural network is the
automation of this task and similar problems in the presence of noise in
a real experiment. Moreover, if the measurement data is sparse and not
arranged in a meaningful way, it would not be easy to just look at the data
and make a prediction for the state. As we show in Paper II, a neural-
network approach for reconstructing the full density matrix works well




















 (b) Effects of noise on the data or the underlying state
Figure 4.2: (a) Husimi-Q functions for different types of bosonic code states —
num, binomial and cat. There are patterns in the data when they are arranged
in a 2D matrix which makes it easy to recognize the type of state. Even if for a
physicist, it is easy to recognize the states due to the symmetries, e.g., rotational, it
is not straightforward to write a computer program to do the same. The difficulty
comes from noise effects shown in (b). The noise might corrupt the state or the
data but even then a physicist could identify the state. We train a neural network
for a similar classification task which could also work with noisy or a subset of the
full data allowing for automation in experiments.
even with a few measurements of randomly selected αi. Our classification
example simply shows how to formulate a general discriminative task using
measurement data.
There are other possible advantages to using a neural network for
classification. The information regarding the class of the state could be
a powerful prior for other data-processing techniques. Since we are not
estimating the full density matrix of the state, the method does not depend
directly on the size of the state as long as the data contains a characteristic
pattern that distinugishes the state. If we are only interested in certain
properties of the state, we can use discriminative neural networks to reduce
the cost of data analysis or requirement of a large number of data points.
In Paper II, we also show how probing what the neural network considers
important for its decision could help identify the regions in the data that
gives the most information and consequently could guide the data collection
process.
4.2 Reconstruction with custom generative neural net-
works
Quantum state reconstruction is a more difficult task than classification
since we are interested in the full density matrix of the state. The interest
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Minimize Minimize ✓D
<latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit>
{Oi}
<latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit>
gradient penalty






<latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit>
D(d,x, ✓D)
<latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit>
log[1   D(d, G(d, {Oi}; ✓G); ✓D)]
<latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit>
  log[D(d,d; ✓)]   log[1   D(d,d0; ✓D)]





<latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit>
Tr[Oi⇢G]

























<latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit>
✓D












<latexit sha1_base64="OwquRgSlR/+MQZPbEcBnj0gGcpk=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJWkDIjioIIRRd1ZwX7gE4ZMmmmDc08SO4IZeiXuPFX3LhQRHClf2M6LaKtBwLnnnMvufe4keAKTPPLyMzNLywuZZdzK6tr6xv5za26CmNJWY2GIpRNlygmeMBqwEGwZiQZ8V3BGm7/auQ37plUPAzuYBCxtk+6Afc4JaAlJ39i+wR6roc7+/gCV4o/5SG2k7SgROAbh9vDc2xDjwFxKgdOvmCWzBR4llgTUkATVJ38h90JaeyzAKggSrUsM4J2QiRwKtgwZ8eKRYT2SZe1NA2Iz1Q7Sc8b4j2tdLAXSv0CwKn6eyIhvlID39Wdo4XVtDcS//NaMXhn7YQHUQwsoOOPvFhgCPEoK9zhklEQA00IlVzvimmPSEJBJ5rTIVjTJ8+S+lHJMkvW7XGhfDmJI4t20C4qIgudojK6RlVUQxQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPex60ZYzKzjf7A+PwG3jygeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OwquRgSlR/+MQZPbEcBnj0gGcpk=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJWkDIjioIIRRd1ZwX7gE4ZMmmmDc08SO4IZeiXuPFX3LhQRHClf2M6LaKtBwLnnnMvufe4keAKTPPLyMzNLywuZZdzK6tr6xv5za26CmNJWY2GIpRNlygmeMBqwEGwZiQZ8V3BGm7/auQ37plUPAzuYBCxtk+6Afc4JaAlJ39i+wR6roc7+/gCV4o/5SG2k7SgROAbh9vDc2xDjwFxKgdOvmCWzBR4llgTUkATVJ38h90JaeyzAKggSrUsM4J2QiRwKtgwZ8eKRYT2SZe1NA2Iz1Q7Sc8b4j2tdLAXSv0CwKn6eyIhvlID39Wdo4XVtDcS//NaMXhn7YQHUQwsoOOPvFhgCPEoK9zhklEQA00IlVzvimmPSEJBJ5rTIVjTJ8+S+lHJMkvW7XGhfDmJI4t20C4qIgudojK6RlVUQxQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPex60ZYzKzjf7A+PwG3jygeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OwquRgSlR/+MQZPbEcBnj0gGcpk=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJWkDIjioIIRRd1ZwX7gE4ZMmmmDc08SO4IZeiXuPFX3LhQRHClf2M6LaKtBwLnnnMvufe4keAKTPPLyMzNLywuZZdzK6tr6xv5za26CmNJWY2GIpRNlygmeMBqwEGwZiQZ8V3BGm7/auQ37plUPAzuYBCxtk+6Afc4JaAlJ39i+wR6roc7+/gCV4o/5SG2k7SgROAbh9vDc2xDjwFxKgdOvmCWzBR4llgTUkATVJ38h90JaeyzAKggSrUsM4J2QiRwKtgwZ8eKRYT2SZe1NA2Iz1Q7Sc8b4j2tdLAXSv0CwKn6eyIhvlID39Wdo4XVtDcS//NaMXhn7YQHUQwsoOOPvFhgCPEoK9zhklEQA00IlVzvimmPSEJBJ5rTIVjTJ8+S+lHJMkvW7XGhfDmJI4t20C4qIgudojK6RlVUQxQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPex60ZYzKzjf7A+PwG3jygeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OwquRgSlR/+MQZPbEcBnj0gGcpk=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJWkDIjioIIRRd1ZwX7gE4ZMmmmDc08SO4IZeiXuPFX3LhQRHClf2M6LaKtBwLnnnMvufe4keAKTPPLyMzNLywuZZdzK6tr6xv5za26CmNJWY2GIpRNlygmeMBqwEGwZiQZ8V3BGm7/auQ37plUPAzuYBCxtk+6Afc4JaAlJ39i+wR6roc7+/gCV4o/5SG2k7SgROAbh9vDc2xDjwFxKgdOvmCWzBR4llgTUkATVJ38h90JaeyzAKggSrUsM4J2QiRwKtgwZ8eKRYT2SZe1NA2Iz1Q7Sc8b4j2tdLAXSv0CwKn6eyIhvlID39Wdo4XVtDcS//NaMXhn7YQHUQwsoOOPvFhgCPEoK9zhklEQA00IlVzvimmPSEJBJ5rTIVjTJ8+S+lHJMkvW7XGhfDmJI4t20C4qIgudojK6RlVUQxQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPex60ZYzKzjf7A+PwG3jygeQ==</latexit>
d
<latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit>
d
<latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3EZtTdjyBeHxN4CCk/vx1ZOlbNY=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ie0Q8lkMm1okhmSjFCGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh51dJIpQtsk4YnqhVhTziRtG2Y47aWKYhFy2g0nt4XffaJKs0Q+mGlKA4FHksWMYGOlx4HAZhzGKBq6da/hzYFWiV+SOpRoDd2vQZSQTFBpCMda930vNUGOlWGE01ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VGJBdZDPA8/QmVUiFCfKPmnQXP29kWOh9VSEdrIIqJe9QvzP62cmvg5yJtPMUEkWH8UZRyZBxfUoYooSw6eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjO2oZkvwl09eJZ2Lhu81/PvLevOmrKMKJ3AK5+DDFTThDlrQBgICnuEV3hzlvDjvzsditOKUO8fwB87nD25qkCY=</latexit>
TG
<latexit sha1_base64="WoyEMuP1vOfsjR7PWcoriUrpNyw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4r9gvaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/PbT6g0j2XDTBL0IzqUPOSMGis9Nvp3/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCOer98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeO1nXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teg+XldpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD2IY2S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WoyEMuP1vOfsjR7PWcoriUrpNyw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4r9gvaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/PbT6g0j2XDTBL0IzqUPOSMGis9Nvp3/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCOer98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeO1nXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teg+XldpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD2IY2S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WoyEMuP1vOfsjR7PWcoriUrpNyw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4r9gvaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/PbT6g0j2XDTBL0IzqUPOSMGis9Nvp3/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCOer98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeO1nXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teg+XldpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD2IY2S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WoyEMuP1vOfsjR7PWcoriUrpNyw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4r9gvaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/PbT6g0j2XDTBL0IzqUPOSMGis9Nvp3/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCOer98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeO1nXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teg+XldpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jBPdShCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD2IY2S</latexit>
T †GTG
<latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit>
 L1L1(d,d
0)




<latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit>
Minimize Minimize ✓D
<latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit>
{Oi}
<latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit>
gradient penalty






<latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit>
D(d,x, ✓D)
<latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwTJ1hsthp3bbqKNbZbXTX9Ttho=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkhJRNBl0S5cVrAXaEOYTCbt0MmFmROxlK7d+CpuXCji1idw59s4aSNo9YeBj/+cw5zze4ngCizr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOS8WppKxJYxHLjkcUEzxiTeAgWCeRjISeYG1veJnV27dMKh5HNzBKmBOSfsQDTgloyzX365VeSGDgBdg/xt94pxEGDIhbP3LNslW1psJ/wc6hjHI1XPOj58c0DVkEVBCluraVgDMmEjgVbFLqpYolhA5Jn3U1RiRkyhlPT5ngQ+34OIilfhHgqftzYkxCpUahpzuzXdV8LTP/q3VTCM6dMY+SFFhEZx8FqcAQ4ywX7HPJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNDplXQI9vzJf6F1UrWtqn19Wq5d5HEU0R46QBVkozNUQ1eogZqIonv0iJ7Ri/FgPBmvxtustWDkM7vol4z3L54gmO8=</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/76ACMGn15lQnUCu8Ryc36tO0fQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbCu2oWy2L+3SzSbsbsQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53HlFpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00IuoGQUhear0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZomn5MQqAxLGyj5pyEz9vZHRSOtJFNjJPKFe9HLxP6+bmvDSz7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZMLKFMcZuVsBFVlBlbUl6Ct3jyMmmf1T237t2e1xpXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqABN9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz7moyWn2DmEP3A+fwDEPJBO</latexit>
log[1   D(d, G(d, {Oi}; ✓G); ✓D)]
<latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gx1AfITC2JefcOwzzbbKn1Xifds=">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</latexit>
  log[D(d,d; ✓)]   log[1   D(d,d0; ✓D)]





<latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6qZ8QIk89vsGrwLUCHSz+VUIw28=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj0oMcI5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllplcIIf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rM4M43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzWcJpHkzWh4M/WbT9xYodUDjlIeJrSvRCwYRSc1Omagu7fdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWZZwhUxSa9uBn2I4pgYFk3xS7GSWp5QNaZ+3HVU04TYcz66dkFOn9EisjSuFZKb+nhjTxNpRErnOhOLALnpT8T+vnWF8FY6FSjPkis0XxZkkqMn0ddIThjOUI0coM8LdStiAGsrQBVR0IQSLLy+Txnkl8CvB/UW5ep3HUYBjOIEzCOASqnAHNagDg0d4hld487T34r17H/PWFS+fOYI/8D5/AGjSjwE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/i8bGvkYtQGyikiQZDQfN8T9OU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUQEXRZd6LJCX9DGMJlM0qGTSZiZFEron7hxoYhb/8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4c869zL0nyDhT2nG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjruqDSXhLZJylPZC7CinAna1kxz2sskxUnAaTcY3c387phKxVLR0pOMegmOBYsYwdpIvm23/PunYhDiOKZyah6+XXPqzhxolbglqUGJpm9/DcKU5AkVmnCsVN91Mu0VWGpGOJ1WB7miGSYjHNO+oQInVHnFfPMpOjdKiKJUmhIazdXfEwVOlJokgelMsB6qZW8m/uf1cx3deAUTWa6pIIuPopwjnaJZDChkkhLNJ4ZgIpnZFZEhlphoE1bVhOAun7xKOpd116m7j1e1xm0ZRwVO4QwuwIVraMADNKENBMbwDK/wZhXWi/VufSxa16xy5gT+wPr8ATBXk1s=</latexit>
 L1L1(d,d
0)




<latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S3Inck/WJRmBoxbz+jfTg3WmenU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoQY8VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDuv4/i</latexit>
Minimize Minimize ✓
<latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuMeULLgRkPGursLWzIlbPE26L8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy2k3bpZhN3J0Ip/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTHBs8kYluhcygFAobJEhiK9XI4lDiQzi8nvoPT6iNSNQ9jVIMYtZXIhKckZVaHRogse5Nt1zxqt4M7jLxc1KBHPVu+avTS3gWoyIumTFt30spGDNNgkuclDqZwZTxIetj21LFYjTBeHbvxD2xSs+NEm1LkTtTf0+MWWzMKA5tZ8xoYBa9qfif184ougzGQqUZoeLzRVEmXUrc6fNuT2jkJEeWMK6FvdXlA6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDqM4/f</latexit>
{ i}
<latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VciY3OV1pX0NJWNIwkuOfegNR7o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXRjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45YcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Mj+/ikq5JMEtohCU9kP8SKciZoRzPNaT+VFMchp71wclf4vSmViiXiSc9S6sd4JFjECNZGCmzby70Y6zHBHD0EzJsHdt1pOAugdeKWpA4l2oH95Q0TksVUaMKxUgPXSbWfY6kZ4XRe8zJFU0wmeEQHhgocU+Xni+RzdGGUIYoSaZ7QaKH+3shxrNQsDs1kkVKteoX4nzfIdHTj50ykmaaCLA9FGUc6QUUNaMgkJZrPDMFEMpMVkTGWmGhTVs2U4K5+eZ10rxqu03Afr+ut27KOKpzBOVyCC01owT20oQMEpvAMr/Bm5daL9W59LEcrVrlzCn9gff4ARbKTaA==</latexit>
gradient penalty






<latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O1fcKXZu2lFTs2QR0tzKK1jZZjI=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVpCQi6LLoou6sYB/QhDCZTNqhkwczN0IJ/QU3/oobF4q4defOv3HaZqGtBwbOnHMv997jp4IrsKxvY2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tk19/bbKskkZS2aiER2faKY4DFrAQfBuqlkJPIF6/jD64nfeWBS8SS+h1HK3Ij0Yx5ySkBLnlltVJ2IwMAPcXCKnXz6oUTgW487Y63AgAHxGieeWbFq1hR4kdgFqaACTc/8coKEZhGLgQqiVM+2UnBzIoFTwcZlJ1MsJXRI+qynaUwiptx8etEYH2slwGEi9YsBT9XfHTmJlBpFvq6cLKzmvYn4n9fLILx0cx6nGbCYzgaFmcCQ4Ek8OOCSURAjTQiVXO+K6YBIQkGHWNYh2PMnL5L2Wc22avbdeaV+VcRRQofoCFWRjS5QHd2gJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z0iWj6DlAf2B8/gAlIJvy</latexit>
D(d,x, ✓D)
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Figure 4.3: Reconstruction of a density matrix using a generative model that
outputs a generated density matrix ρG using a custom DensityMatrix layer. The
outputs of the model are the expectation values for a particular measurement
operator O computed by the Expectation layer. A second neural network — the
discriminator, evaluates the quality of reconstruction by ouputing a probability
that the data comes from the target distribution. The generator and discriminator
networks compete to fulfil opposing objectives until the generator learns to produce
the correct output and the discriminator can no longer distinguish the generated
data from the true data.
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in the density matrix is really to generate statistics for any measurement
outcome with the probability given by the Born rule,
p(O) = tr{Oρ}. (4.2)
The simplest approach to use a neural network for reconstruction is to
consider an approximation of p(O) using a neural network which we call a
generator g(O; θ). The information about the state ρ is then captured by
the weights of the generator and its outputs are related to the expectation
value tr{Oρ}.
With this basic idea of using a neural network to capture the distribution
of measurement outcomes on a state we can design different neural-network
approches to learn the state [97]. Restricted Boltzmann machines were
one of the earliest models for this task, but later other architectures such
as variational auto-encoders, recurrent neural networks and Transformers
were proposed for quantum state reconstruction [173]. In this work, we
introduce a new framework using conditional generative adversarial networks
(CGANs).
Our formulation is a generative network which is conditioned on the
measurement outcomes d = {d1, d2, ..., dk}, which are the outcomes (or
averages) for measurements {Ok},
g(O; θ|d). (4.3)
In this formulation, we directly assume that the neural network outputs
approximately predict the value of tr{Oρ} for some state ρ and operator
O. However, we do not explicitly determine ρ in this model. We can then
customize the neural network to first give an estimate of the density matrix
— the generated density matrix, ρG, and then compute the probabilities for
measurements as tr{OρG}.
We have two approaches to generative modelling for quantum state
reconstruction now. We can either directly compute the probability for a
measurement outcome as the output of a neural network. Or, we can output
a density matrix and compute the probabilities by applying Born rule. The
first implicit approach has the benefit that it will not scale exponentially
with the dimension of the quantum system since we never explicitly compute
the full density matrix. However, it is a black-box approach that does not
give us access to the density matrix or allows us to put constraints on it,
e.g., positive semidefiniteness or unit trace that make the state physical.
Therefore, we may obtain results that are unphysical. An example is the
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use of Transformer neural networks for state reconstruction where fidelities
greater than 1 were reported in some reconstructions [173].
In our approach, where we explicitly ask for the density matrix, we both
have a meaningful representation and can enforce constraint by construction.
However, now we may have an exponentially growing number of parameters
in the model since we are demanding the full density matrix. A workaround
could be to assume a different, more efficient representation for the state
such as a matrix product state and then define the equivalent of the Born
rule to compute expectation values. In [97], the efficient parameterization of
quantum states using tensor networks was combined with similar generative
modelling concepts for reconstructing quantum states.
In Papers I and II, we show how to construct a generator using standard
feed-forward deep neural networks. Let us now look at the inputs and
outputs of the generator network more closely. At the input, we have a list
of measurement operators {Oi} which are the most general representation
of a measurement operator. The dimension for these operators will grow
exponentially with the system size. However, in most cases the measure-
ment setting is defined by a smaller set of parameters, e.g., measuring in
the coherent basis, we only need to specify the coherent displacement α.
Therefore, we can replace the inputs Oi with the measurement parameters
that define them. But then we would also need to define the custom rules
that compute expectation values.
We can construct these custom layers following the rules of quantum
mechanics and the properties that the density matrix (or any other state
representation) should follow, see Fig. 4.3. These custom layers act as a
regularization and ease the extra task of learning the Born rule implicitly
via training. Further, with differential programming under our belt, we
can write any customization adding more prior knowledge and train the
generative model with backpropagation.
Other benefits of the neural-network approach using standard feedfor-
ward models are the flexibility to input data as either single shots, averages
or even reconstruct multiple states with the same model by feeding data
for different states to the same network. For each data vector xi = Oi, di,
there could be a neural-network estimate for the state ρi that best matches
this data. Then, the generator g is acting as a map from the space of data
points and measurements to the set of density matrices
g : {O,d}i → {ρi}. (4.4)
We use this idea in Paper I for single-shot prediction of the density matrix of
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a class of states after training on a set of data. An intuitive understanding
for this formulation is using a neural network to generate realistic-looking
human faces. There are some basic features common to all human faces,
but depending on various inputs (woman, dark, smiling) the same network
can output different realizations.
We have discussed how to formulate quantum state reconstruction
as a generative modelling task. Now we will introduce the custom layers
DensityMatrix and Expectation that enforce the rules of quantum mechanics
in our model, see Fig. 4.3. This approach could be seen as adding prior
information or regularization in the language of inverse problems. The
DensityMatrix layer simply rearranges the outputs of the neural network into
a complex matrix T , discards the upper triangular part of T and makes its
diagonal real. This allows T to be interpreted as the Cholesky decomposition
of some density matrix ρG = TT †, ensuring positive semidefiniteness of
the matrix and Hermiticity. Then, we can implement a unit trace by
normalizing (dividing) ρG with the trace value.
The Expectation layer simply applies the Born rule to the output of the
DensityMatrix layer as tr{OρG}. For other representations of the density
matrix, e.g., matrix product states, the Expectation layer has to be redefined
to correctly compute the expectation values from the given representation
of the state and the measurement settings. With the general setup of the
neural network model that can predict probabilities for measurements and
also provides an intermediate density matrix representation, we are ready
to train and learn the weights of the model.
4.3 Likelihood of the data and adversarial loss
Our formulation of the generative model captures the properties of the
state in its weights θ. By construction, we have not obscured how this
happens and have explicity added the DensityMatrix layer to give the full
density matrix as an intermediate output. To learn the state, i.e., determine
the θ values, we now minimize a loss function between the observed data
and outputs from our neural network. If we consider single-shot outcomes
0, 1, 0, 0, ... for measurements, our neural network outputs a probability
that is proportional to the frequencies for each outcome and we can define
a cross-entropy loss L(θ)cross-entropy between the prediction and data.
Now, using any gradient-based optimization technique, we can minimize
the loss function to determine the values θ which gives us an estimate
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for the density matrix ρG. Since all the operations in the loss function
are well-defined (including the custom operations in DensityMatrix and
Expectation layers), auto-differentiation with a differential programming
tool suffices to minimize L(θ)cross-entropy. The motivation for the cross-
entropy loss function is that minimizing the cross-entropy loss maximizes
the log-likelihood function for observing the given data with our estimate





However, the choice of the likelihood function is dependent on our assump-
tion of the noise model as discussed in Sec. 2.4.1. Since the outcomes are
interpreted as the probability of some event, the likelihood function was
simply the product of the predicted probabilities repeated for how many
times they occurred. But there is the possibility of another likelihood
function with the assumption that the observed data has a Gaussian noise
associated with each measurement outcome. Maximizing the log-likelihood
with the assumption of Gaussian noise results in minimizing the mean
squared error between predictions and data, see Sec. 2.4.1.
Therefore, there are different possibilities for the likelihood function and
choosing the loss function. Consider the case that a particular measurement
is much more informative than others and we would like it to have more
weight in the loss function. Or, we do not fully know the different possible
sources of noise. In such situations, it might be useful to also make an
abstract formulation for the loss function as another neural network and
learn it along with the parameters of the generator.
Here comes the idea of adversarial learning with generative adversarial
networks (GANs). In the GAN framework, two neural networks — a
generator and a discriminator, compete to optimize opposing objectives.
The generator tries to produce outputs that resemble the data and the
discriminator outputs the probability that an input data belongs to a
particular distribution, see Fig. 4.3. Therefore the generator tries to produce
outputs that have a similarity to the training data and the discriminator
evaluates the quality of generation and learns a loss function implicitly.
In Paper II, we present a detailed comparison of training a generator with
standard loss functions against training using the GAN framework. The
discriminator network D(d′) outputs a value that signifies the probability
of the sample d′ to belong to the true data distribution. This output could
be a single value ∈ [0, 1] or a set of values [0, 0, 1, ..., 1] which further tells
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us the confidence for different parts of the input to match the training data
instances. The idea follows from the PatchGAN architecture of [56]. An
intuitive way to understand it is to think about a generated image from
a neural network. The discriminator output could also be an image that
gives a value (∈ [0, 1]) measuring the correctness of a patch of pixels such
as eyes in the generated image.
In Paper II, we compared the results of using such as discriminator
network along with a standard L1 loss for Gaussian noise to motivate the
choice of such a loss function over standard losses. One of the benefits of
such as loss function is that is is not dependent on our assumption of the
likelihood and can flexibly learn higher abstract concepts. We now turn to
dealing with various types of noise in data and how we can include them in
our models. The intuition is that we could potentially train neural-network
methods to learn to be agnostic to noise and learn an underlying state.
4.4 Tackling noise
Noise makes many types of inverse problems ill-posed and leads to a failure
of different quantum-state reconstruction techniques. Using neural networks,
we have multiple options to handle noise. For classification tasks, the noise
could be added in data while training such that the predictions of the neural
network are agnostic to the noise. This method is a standard practice in
most pipelines using deep neural networks and allows robust predictions.
Consider the experiment where a neural network was used to classify mode
patterns of spatial modes of light that travelled through 3 km of turbulence
through a city [170]. Since the neural network was trained on data that
contained atmosphere-induced disturbances, it robustly learned the patterns
necessary for classification.
It is also possible to add noise layers in the neural-network model itself.
Then, the network learns the correct underlying state and becomes agnostic
to the noise since it is now a part of the model. In the generative model,
noise layers could be added at the output of the Expectation layer, e.g.,
additive Gaussian noise.
Finally, the choice of the loss function is crucially dependent on the
noise model as we saw in Sec. 2.4.1. However, statistical arguments can
be used to show that it is possible to reconstruct a clean output from
noisy observations directly by only considering the noisy data [174]. An
interesting property of the mean squared loss was the crucial insight that
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the expected value of the loss function remains unchanged if the targets
are replaced with random numbers whose expectations match the target.
Therefore the network weights are unchanged if the training targets are
corrupted by zero-mean noise and hence the network learns a model that
is noise-agnostic. A further benefit of using the discriminator as a loss
function is that the network can lean to focus on overall properties of the
state and ignore the noise.
In our works, we have considered different types of noise, see Chapter 2,
for both the classification and reconstruction tasks. We have shown that
it is possible to include known additive Gaussian and convolution noise in
the generator and still learn the underlying quantum state. However, note
that noise makes the inverse problem ill-defined. So, it is possible that we
require more information for truly verifying if the reconstruction is correct
since there could be many different possible states that can be corrupted
with noise to give the same data. Regularization and prior information
become essential in such cases as there is no silver bullet to tackle all types
of noise.
In the next chapter, we summarize the results of classification and
reconstruction presented in the papers I and II following the concepts
discussed so far in this thesis.
Chapter 5
Summary of papers
Here we give an overview of Papers I and II that this thesis is based on
and connect the theoretical ideas discussed in the previous chapters to the
results of the paper.
In Paper I, we introduce the idea of using generative adversarial net-
works to learn the density matrix of a quantum state. We outlined the
basic problem of quantum state tomography in Chapter 2 and the diffi-
culties associated with learning quantum states. The adversarial learning
framework, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, uses two neural networks, a gener-
ator and a discriminator, that compete with each other to learn a data
distribution. We presented a new approach that uses conditional generative
adversarial networks (CGANs) for quantum state tomography (QST) —
the QST-CGAN. In our approach, a generator computes the statistics for
measurement outcomes on a quantum state. The output of the generator
is conditioned on a given experimental dataset of measurement outcomes.
The generator can then compute the probability for any measurement and
therefore characterizes the quantum state that generates the data.
The predicted output from the generator is a density matrix that is
used to compute probabilities for measurement outcomes. In order to
have physically justifiable probabilities we require some constraints on
the density matrix, that was discussed in Sec. 2.1. In our formulation,
using the CGAN framework, we therefore implement two customizations
in the generator. First, an intermediate DensityMatrix layer moulds the
output from any standard neural network into a valid density matrix. This
custom layer ensures that the estimated density matrix is physically valid by
using the idea of Cholesky decomposition to enforce a positive semidefinite
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matrix. We also normalize the trace of the intermediate density matrix to
be unity. Then, an Expectation layer computes the actual probability for a
measurement using the Born rule.
In order to train the generator, we use the ideas of automatic differen-
tiation and differential programming discussed in Sec. 3.1.2 and Sec. 3.2.
The combination of a simple loss function and a second neural network, the
discriminator, allows a flexible approach that does not assume an explicit
likelihood for the data. As we discuss in Sec. 2.4, the choice of the likelihood
function is dependent on the assumed noise. The discriminator compares
and evaluates the predicted outcomes to the actual data in patches. There-
fore we expect the QST-CGAN method to learn abstract patterns and
features in the data with the discriminator guiding the generator to learn
the density matrix.
We then show in Paper I that the QST-CGAN method can learn the
density matrix of an optical quantum state such as a Schrödinger cat
state with a high fidelity (∼ 0.99) from samples of a simulated Husimi Q
function as data. The advantage of using QST-CGAN is demonstrated
by examples that show orders of magnitude faster reconstruction than the
iterative maximimum likelihood estimation (iMLE) technique discussed
in Sec. 2.4.1. We demonstrate reconstruction using ∼ 10× fewer data
points. As we discuss in Sec. 2.2.1, quantum state reconstruction requires
an exponential number of measurements in the size of the quantum system.
Therefore one advantage of our method is potentially lowering the number
of measurements necessary for reconstruction.
We also demonstrate the effectiveness and the flexibility of our method
by reconstructing an optical quantum state from noisy experimental data
of an experimentally measured Wigner function. Finally, we show how such
a method can be flexibly adapted to reconstruct quantum states with high
fidelities in a single evaluation of the generator after training on a class of
quantum states.
In Paper II, we connect the tasks of quantum state classification and
reconstruction to generative and discriminative modelling problems in
machine learning which we explain in detail in Sec. 3.3. In this much
longer and more detailed work, we first show how neural networks can
be used for classification of quantum states and then discuss more details
about the QST-CGAN method. We demonstrate that a convolutional
neural network can classify different optical quantum states with almost
perfect accuracy even in the presence of significant additive Gaussian noise
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or photon loss. The classification accuracies remained almost perfect for
additive Gaussian noise up to 20% of the maximum value of the input
data. In case of photon loss, we demonstrate that the neural network could
recognize a Schrödinger cat state when it lost almost 70% of the initial
photons. These demonstrations show the ability of the neural-network
approach to make decisions by learning general patterns and features in the
data and demonstrate robustness against noise when trained properly. Since
noise makes such inverse problems ill-posed as we discuss in Chapter 1,
neural-network-based techniques could be effective in dealing with such
tasks.
To conclude the discussion on classification by neural networks, we
further explore how the neural network predictions depend on the input
data. We apply the Grad-CAM method to highlight which parts of a noisy
input data the network focuses on to make a prediction, thereby indicating
that the network can identify parts of the image that are relevant and be
agnostic to Gaussian additive noise.
In the second part of Paper II, we focus on quantum state reconstruction
using our QST-CGAN approach under different types of noise, for mixed
states and with a very small subset of the full data from phase space
measurements. In order to motivate the benefit of using a learnable loss
function, we consider the fidelity of reconstruction using simple loss functions
such as L1, L2, cross-entropy and KL divergence on noisy data. In Sec. 3.3.2,
we discussed briefly how choosing a good loss function might be pivotal
with a discussion on how blurry images generated by autoencoders might
be a consequence of a simple loss metric. We also presented the relation
between a least-squares minimization and Gaussian noise in Sec. 2.4.1.
Therefore our empirical analysis of how various loss functions influence
the reconstruction of quantum states provides some motivation for using a
learnable loss function.
We continue our discussion about noise in Paper II, by adding Gaussian
noise to data from a zero-mean normal distribution with standard deviation
σ = 0.05 after normalizing the data between 0 and 1. The QST-CGAN
approach, that uses a combination of discriminator loss and L1, consistently
leads to mean fidelities for reconstruction > 0.9 for 30 different sets of
noise for each loss function. On the other hand, the other loss functions
fail to reach a mean fidelity of 0.9 with only L2 loss giving a mean fidelity
of 0.87. Note that the L2 loss is the natural choice for the loss function
when considering additive Gaussian noise. In comparison, iMLE is highly
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unstable and does not converge in the same number of iterations as the
QST-CGAN.
Then, we show how to add Gaussian convolution noise to the QST-
CGAN so that we can reconstruct quantum states from data that has been
corrupted by multiplicative noise. Such a situation occurs in linear detection
schemes where amplification of the signal corrupts it by a convolution
operation with the background signal from the detection channel. We can
recover a single-photon Fock state with perfect fidelity from data that has
been convoluted with Gaussian noise corresponding to a thermal state in
the channel with mean photon number 5. However, we also show that such
reconstruction is not always possible as sometimes even if the reconstruction
has a perfect match with the data, the underlying quantum state might be
incorrectly identified.
Finally, we show how the QST-CGAN can also reconstruct mixed states
with a random set of data points. We consider examples with mixed
states of rank r = 2, 3, 4, where the QST-CGAN approach only requires
a few hundred data points while the iMLE method fails to reconstruct
the state at all. In such situations, the QST-CGAN approach learns the
best description given a smaller subset of the data. Therefore our neural-
network based approach could be applicable to a wide variety of cases both
with simplifications in the problem and considering weaker learning models
discussed in Sec. 2.4.2. In an example with a rank-4 state, we show that
256 random measurements on the phase space were enough for QST-CGAN
to reconstruct the underlying quantum state. Our demonstrations therefore




In this thesis, we have linked various concepts related to the application
of machine learning in quantum physics. Specifically, we focused on the
characterization of quantum states using a successful machine-learning
method — deep neural networks. We have introduced the basic ideas
behind inverse problems, machine learning and the problem of estimating
quantum states from data in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. In Chapter 2, we
presented various existing techniques for quantum state reconstruction
and their complexities. Then, in Chapter 3 we discussed neural networks
and the idea of differential programming that allows writing computer
programs that can be trained similar to neural networks. Finally, in
Chapter 4 we presented the ideas of the classification and reconstruction of
quantum states using discriminative and generative models. By showing
that standard feedforward deep neural networks can be flexibly adopted for
state classification and reconstruction tasks, we have presented a unified
approach to apply deep learning for quantum state characterization. The
main contribution of the thesis is therefore to reduce the gap between tasks
in quantum physics and machine learning with deep neural networks.
Deep neural networks are ubiquitous in machine learning, and slowly
becoming an interesting tool for physicists. The neural-network approach
could be very effective in analyzing noisy experimental data, or setting
up online methods that automatically improve on various tasks. We have
shown how classification of quantum data can be easily formulated as a
problem to be solved using deep neural networks. In the appended papers,
we presented the results of such a formulation and showed its success. We
have also hinted at possibilities to set up adaptive methods for reducing
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experimental effort by exploiting patterns that a neural network learns
during training.
In terms of fully characterizing a quantum state by learning the density
matrix, we have introduced a new method using generative adversarial
networks — QST-CGAN. We outlined a general connection between in-
verse problems, tasks in quantum physics and discussed how deep neural
networks can be customized to incorporate quantum-mechanical rules. Our
proposed QST-CGAN approach was able to show multiple advantages in
state reconstruction tasks compared to an iterative maximum likelihood
estimation. Moreover, we showed how to handle noisy data and customize
neural networks in general for state reconstruction. To demonstrate the fur-
ther flexibility of our proposed neural-network approach, we reconstructed
a quantum state from noisy experimental data and showed how to perform
single shot reconstruction with pre-training. We demonstrated the ease with
which noise can be handled using the neural-network approach and showed
the effectiveness of using a discriminative training technique over standard
loss functions. Further, we also showed evidence that the neural-network
approach could work with much fewer data points and iterative steps than
the iterative maximum likelihood estimation.
Our results and ideas for state classification can be extended to other
problems such as verifying genuine multipartite entanglement or improving
readout of qubits. The prediction of properties of complicated quantum
systems with reduced data, and in the presence of noise, is therefore a
straightforward extension of our work on classification. For reconstruction,
we would like to explore how well the QST-CGAN method works for other
types of quantum systems such as qubits. Since we demand the full density
matrix of the state, the method will not scale straightforwardly with the
size of the quantum system. However, we might be able to formulate an
approach that gives us a reduced representation for the state. This is an
interesting future direction to explore..
Another direction for future work would be to explore the representation
capacity of standard neural networks in the adversarial learning framework
to learn a complicated quantum state. We have used a fairly complex
neural network for the state-reconstruction task inspired by standard deep
generative models. As future work, we would like to explore if smaller
networks with much fewer parameters suffice for reconstruction. Lastly, the
ability to flexibly incorporate quantum mechanical rules and priors in neural
network models opens up several possibilities to tackle other tasks such
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as quantum process tomography using deep neural networks. This could
allow for efficient methods to learn quantum states and processes using
deep neural networks in an online manner using the adversarial training
approach we discussed. The final goal would be to explore the reduction in
data collection and post-processing costs for experiments and characterizing
noisy quantum devices in an efficient manner.
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